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INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY

The interaction of a tokamak plasma with the vessel wall is one of the most

important subjects in thermonuclear research. Without exact knowledge of the plasma-

wall interaction the behaviour of a tokamak plasma cannot be understood nor can a

reliable design for future tokamaks be made. Various diagnostic methods have been

developed to gain information on the plasma-edge region [1]. Visible and ultra-violet light

spectroscopy, for example, can be performed to scan the impurity content. Profiles of

electron and ion temperatures and densities, as well as the profile of the electrostatic

potential in the outermost edge of the plasma are obtained by means of solid probes.

Neutral-particle densities and velocities can be measured by recording, for instance, H a

light or by laser fluorescence [2].

The information about the plasma-wall interaction is not complete, however,

without direct detection of the outward stream of low-energy neutral hydrogen or

deuterium atoms. This will be the subject of the present thesis. By detecting especially the

stream of hydrogen or deuterium atoms from the boundary layer, information can be
: • derived on recycling of plasma particles and on the (ion-) energy balance of the plasma.

j The plasma recycling refers to the repeated cycle of hydrogen lost to the vessel wall

;. followed by re-entering into the plasma after release from the wall. The recycling

!\ coefficient may be considered as the key factor in plasma-wall interaction as will be

| i discussed in Chapter 1. The slow molecules and atoms which are released from the wall

f; may undergo charge-exchange collisions with ions in the interior of the plasma or in the

$i boundary layer, resulting in fast neutral atoms that a~e not confined to the magnetic field.

I These fast atoms influence the energy balance of the plasma when they move towards the

I wall and lose their energy. Moreover, arriving at the wall they release oxygen, carbon and

I higher-Z materials, in this way aggravating the energy loss due to impurity radiation.

An appropriate method to analyse the atoms which are emitted from the edge plasma

is to use a time-of-flight analyser. This kind of apparatus selects particles according to

their velocities without distinguishing between different masses. For a complete

investigation into the edge processes the apparatus should be sensitive to hydrogen atoms

with energies down to a few electronvolts, ideally. However, up to now the analysers



were able to measure hydrogen atoms down to 25 eV only. This shortcoming is due to

the detection method ordinarily used in time-of-flight spectrometers: the Daly method

[3,4,5]. In a spectrometer of the Daly type, the atoms which have travelled through the

TOF tube hit a copper-beryllium plate from which secondary eleclrons are released. These

electrons are accelerated towards a particle multiplier so that they gain enough energy for

being counted with 100% efficiency. In this way the difficulties that are inherent to direct

detection of low-energy atoms are prevented. The main disadvantage of the Daly detector

is that the secondary-emission coefficient varies two orders of magnitude in the energy

range from 10 to 200 eV and drops sharply below 20 eV. Calibration in the energy region

of interest is subject to large errors.

To overcome the disadvantage of the Daly spectrometer a new detection method

was proposed [6], based upon an idea of De Kluiver, who suggested that the detection

efficiency could be strongly improved by using conversion of hydrogen atoms into H~

ions on a cesiated tungsten surface. Because of the low work function of the surface the

affinity level of the hydrogen atoms is easily populated by an electron from the surface. In

the field of charge transfer on surfaces a great amount of experience had already been

obtained in the FOM Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics (AMOLF) in Amsterdam

[7]. It was decided to implement the negative ion conversion in a time-of-flight analyser

to study the edge plasma of the TORTUR tokamak which was operated in the FOM

Institute for Plasma Physics in Nieuwegein. The first attempts were done in cooperation

with Hopman, who, together with De Kluiver, had managed to raise funds for

undertaking the project. We used a high-vacuum chamber, manufactured at AMOLF, in

which provisions were made for cesium activation of a tungsten target. The chopper and

flight tube were taken over from the TOF experiment of Brocken [4] who had been the

first to investigate the edge region of TORTUR using a time-of-flight analyser which was

based on the Daly method. Experiments showed that the proposed method makes

detection of atomic hydrogen possible for energies as low as 5 eV. Between 200 and 5 eV

the conversion efficiency drops gradually by a factor of 5. For 5 eV the conversion

efficiency is still larger than 5 %. The calibration experiments will be described in Chapter

2.

To measure the weak and rapidly varying signal from the tokamak plasma, fast and

sensitive particle detectors such as channeltrons are needed. With the introduction of

channeltrons an unexpected problem arose. The tungsten target at which atoms are



converted into negative ions must be regularly provided with a new cesium layer to

ensure a constant optimum H yield. When the tungsten surface had to be re-activated, a

fraction of the evaporated cesium was not deposited on the surface and moved freely

through the vacuum chamber until it was adsorbed on a surface. Adsorption of cesium on

the channeltron surface had a detrimental effect on the counting performance of the

channeltron. The resulting noise signal would made measurements impossible. This

effect was aggravated by the presence of adsorbed cesium on metallic parts in the vicinity

of the channeltron. The positive bias field which was applied to attract the negative

hydrogen ions towards the channeltron also attracted electrons from the cesium-covered

metallic parts by cold electronic emission. Therefore we decided to protect the

channeltrons by keeping them in a box that was opened only when a measurement was

performed. As a further protective measure the cesium reservoir was kept just opposite a

liquid-nitrogen cooled surface when deposition of cesium was not required. In this way

all redundant cesium was trapped. These modifications meant an enormous improvement

to the conditions for detection of plasma particles. The apparatus in its ultimate shape with

a detailed technical description is dealt with in Chapter 3.

The method to collect and handle the TOF data from TORTUR discharges is

described in Chapter 4. Various types of time-of-flight spectra obtained from hydrogen

plasmas will be presented. They show that deposition with cesium gave a clear

improvement with respect to sensitivity. Study of earlier time-of-flight measurements on

TORTUR by Bracken revealed similarities with our spectra. Two distinct peaks could be

observed in the signal. In Chapter 5 a model is developed for analysis of the spectra,

which gives the charge-exchange hydrogen flux from the plasma interior as well as from

the edge layer. Simulation of the detector signal by means of a computer program based

on this model as well as heuristic arguments make plausible that the first peak is caused

by particles from the core of the plasma that are neutralised by charge exchange and that

carry the original ion energy out of the plasma. The second peak is mainly caused by low-

energy ions that result from dissociation of molecular hydrogen and ionisation of atomic

hydrogen. These so-called Franck-Condon ions have a low initial energy of a few

electronvolts but they are accelerated by the electrostatic plasma potential in the Scrape-

Off Layer between the limiter surfaces. They may contribute to the TOF spectrum if they

are neutralised due to a charge-exchange collision. The plasma potential can be deduced

from energy-analysis of the TOF signal.

f



An important conclusion drawn from the identification of the two peaks is that a

complete hydrogen atom velocity spectrum for the whole plasma has been observed. Due

to its large operational energy range (5-500 eV) our analyser can evidently be used for

detection of hydrogen atoms emitted from the plasma boundary as well as from the

centre. This property of TOF spectrometers has also been observed by Tsuboi et al. on

the tandem mirror Gamma-10 [8]. From the velocity distribution of particles from the

centre the line-averaged ion temperature of the plasma can be deduced. Usually, the

central ion temperature is determined by an electrostatic or electromagnetic analyser [9].

Despite the good energy resolution for energies down to 500 eV, the drawback of that

analyser is that it needs charge-exchange atoms in the energy range E~3-8 Ti for

determination of Ti in the plasma centre. Consequently, the particle fluxes are relatively

small.

Next to the field of plasma physics, there are many experiments in the field of

atomic and molecular physics experiments for which the presented detection method is of

interest, such as experiments to study the phase and magnitude of the scattering

amplitudes of one-electron excitation of atomic hydrogen [10]. Another field of

(chemical) physics where the H" formation could be of interest is, for instance, the photo-

dissociation of small organic molecules, where detection of hydrogen atoms is necessary

[11]. Furthermore it could be possible to apply the technique in the vacuum chamber of a

mass-spectrometer. In general one can apply negative ionization on low work function

surfaces in experiments where detection is required of low-energetic neutral gas atoms (>

2 eV) of elements which cannot be easily converted into positive ions because of a high

ionization energy.
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CHAPTER ONE

Plasma-wall interaction in the light of controlled nuclear fusion

Introduction

All thermonuclear research in the past twenty years has been performed with the

idea that the availability of a relatively clean, cheap and abundant energy source in the

future is of overwhelming importance for sustaining a society of ever increasing

complexity and demands. The ultimate goal of all efforts in this field is to construct a

reactor in which controlled fusion reactions between deuterium and tritium nuclei produce

highly energetic neutrons according to the reaction:

D + T -> ( 4He + 3.5 MeV) + (n + 14.1 MeV) .

The energy of the neutrons will be indirectly used for producing electricity. The

i first goal of the experiments was realising the so-called break-even point in a plasma,

, symbolized by the parameter Q = 1. At this point the combined energy release by

neutrons and energetic He-particles compensates the energy input. For this milestone to

••-.. be achieved certain conditions must be fulfilled. Firstly, the deuterium and tritium ions

must have enough energy to overcome the Coulomb repulsion before fusion can take

I place. In addition, the ion density should be sufficiently high to produce enough alpha

j particles and neutrons. Finally, the energy production should be larger than the energy

] loss, which puts demands on the energy confinement of the system. For realistic fusion

reactor concepts the Q-value must be about 5 for substantial alpha-particle heating to

! occur. This means that the plasma is maintained at the required temperature by heat

: transfer between the He-particles and deuterium and tritium ions. The Lawson criterion

I gives a minimum value for the product of the energy confinement time, XE, and the

r plasma density, nj, at which the break-even point is attained. It reads as

n i t E >0 .7x l0 2 °m- 3 s ,

or alternatively by including the ion temperature, as
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niiE T > 0.7 x 1021 keVnv3s .

Since the first experiments on the T-3 tokamak by Artsimovitch et al. [1] in 1969,

the tokamak concept has won gradually more and more credit of being the apparatus in

which the break-even point could be realised. A tokamak is a toroidally shaped vacuum

vessel in which the ionized gas is confined by means of closed magnetic field lines.

Heating by ohmic dissipation is in first instance achieved by inducing a current in the

plasma. To reach high ion temperatures, pure ohmic heating of the plasma is not

sufficient. A large amount of additional power is required to increase the plasma

temperature in tokamaks from the value reached by ohmic heating (1-2 keV) to the value

necessary for self-sustaining fusion reactions. This is achieved either by injection of

high-energy neutral particles (Neutral Beam Injection) or by high-frequency

electromagnetic radiation. For reaching the break-even point in a tokamak, energy

confinement times TE of 1 to 2 seconds at plasma densities of ne ~ lO2^ nr 3 , ion

temperatures above 10 keV, and discharge currents of 10-30 MA will be needed. In

September 1989 the JET tokamak produced a deuterium discharge with plasma densities

up to 4xlO19 n r 3 and ion temperatures of about 22 keV. The energy confinement was

1.1s. This meant that Q = 0.6 had been attained in JET and that controlled thermonuclear

power generation has become a realistic option.

The next step in thermo-nuclear research includes the production of a deuterium-

tritium discharge to study reactor conditions. The activation of the wall by the large

neutron flux imposes the introduction of special wall-material and the development of

new remote techniques in tokamak maintenance. Further study must be done on

producing a long stable discharge which is effectively heated and which can last for

hours. Because of the intermingling of many processes in the plasma it is not easy to find

a way towards further improvement of the Q-parameter. This way is impeded by

forbidden plasma modes where instabilities and disruptions result in a fast energy loss.

Additional heating, for instance, unfortunately causes a decrease of ths energy

confinement time with increased heating power when the tokamak is operated in the so-

called H-mode. This mode is otherwise a very promising regime, in which the energy

confinement time is increased by about a factor two in comparison to the L-mode which

is the standard mode of tokamak operation during additional heating. Stability is kept by

preventing the density from exceeding the Murakami density limit, which would trigger



' instabilities. Density control is therefore a necessary requirement for stable tokamak

operation. Another requirement with respect to the stability of the plasma is that the

heated ions should be confined by the magnetic field, which becomes increasingly

difficult with higher ion temperature. The ratio of the plasma kinetic pressure to the

magnetic field pressure is expressed by the beta factor. For a reactor experiment the

plasma beta needs to be of the order of 6%. Instability, however, occurs when the beta or

Troyon limit is trespassed. Much work is still to be done to map these processes and

instability regions and to reveal their interdependence.

A tokamak plasma can be divided into four zones. The most central one may be

unstable due to so-called saw-teeth instabilities reaching to typically 0.2 of the plasma

radius, denoted by the symbol a. Further outwards from 0.2 to 0.8 a is the conduction

zone in which the major temperature and density gradients are located. From 0.8 to 1.0 a

is the edge zone in which atomic processes dominate. The radius a is determined by the

edge of a so-called limiter. A limiter is a heat flux resistant material object placed in direct

contact with the plasma in the vacuum vessel. The fourth zone is situated in the shadow

of the limiter between plasma radius, a, and the vessel wall, and is called the Scrape-Off

Layer (SOL). In some tokamak devices a divertor is used. In a divertor the magnetic field

at the edge of the plasma is bent away from the plasma such that the plasma-wall

interaction takes place far away from the plasma core. In this case the SOL is determined

by the length over which the magnetic field lines are bent away.

* The aim of this chapter is to enlighten the role that is played by the wall and by the

;,;•; SOL in tokamak processes. In order to predict the operation conditions of future fusion

| | : reactors, the mechanisms governing the interdependence of the global parameters and the

edge conditions must be understood. In this chapter it is stated that particularly the

recycling of hydrogenic atoms is the key factor in the plasma-wall interaction.

:'•';;,; The plasma recycling refers to the repeated cycle of hydrogen lost to the vessel wall

followed by re-entering into the plasma after release from the wall. This hydrogen cycle

is induced by the continuous flow of charged hydrogenic particles across the magnetic

field lines towards the wall of the device. A cloud of neutral particles is thereby generated

by reflection and neutralisation of the panicles and by desorption of hydrogen molecules.

These neutral particles then interact with the plasma. Dissociation and ionization cause the

hydrogen molecules to be reconverted into charged particles. Also charge-exchange

I
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collisions with plasma ions are possible leading to the formation of fast neutral

hydrogenic atoms which are not confined and therefore may hit the wall, thus closing the

cycle. Quantities as the sputtering yield, reflection coefficient at the wall and the diffusion

coefficient of hydrogenic atoms in the wall material determine the recycling coefficient.

In the next sections the main areas of interest, i.e. confinement, density control and

control of temperature and impurities, will be dealt with and related to the recycling

coefficient.

1. Confinement

The global energy confinement time, XE, is affected by several energy-loss

channels in the different plasma regions, as due to heat conduction and convection,

particle losses by diffusion mechanisms, and losses from radiation and charge exchange.

The energy loss from tokamaks through transport processes across the magnetic

field lines cannot be contributed to known classical processes alone and is much larger

than predicted by neo-classical theories [2]. This property has made plasma heating and

confinement a very difficult topic in tokamak physics. Without these anomalous losses

nuclear fusion would have been easily achieved in a reactor of dimensions not larger than

the present JET tokamak. With regard to anomalous transport in the bulk of the plasma

the Romanelli [3] model, amongst others, offers some but not decisive agreement with

experimental observations. As to the edge region no consensus exists as yet about the

nature of anomalous transport. Measurements of edge parameters in various tokamaks

[4,5,6,7] indicate that plasma turbulence on a microscopic scale in the form of

fluctuations of the density and potential in the edge region as well as magnetic turbulence

[2] may be held responsible for the anomaly in the transport. In the TEXT tokamak, for

instance, it has been established that the total particle flux in the edge plasma is primarily

due to electrostatic fluctuations [5,8].

The importance of the edge region with respect to confinement is demonstrated by

the improved global energy confinement as well as particle confinement in H-mode

discharges, furthermore in TFTR 'supershots' [9] and in recent ohmic discharges on

ASDEX [10]. The H-mode is the result of a transition from the L-mode when the

additional heating power exceeds a certain threshold. The two modes are considered as
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two stable solutions in a bifurcation model. It is seen that the H-mode is triggered as

soon as a heat pulse from the centre continues through the Scrape-Off layer [11]. A

decrease of H a / D a light emission is observed at the same time, which leads to the

thought that the recycling rate has been reduced. In addition, instantaneous formation of a

transport barrier at the edge occurs, together with a pedestal in the T c or ne profile in the

edge region. An explanation which links the various observations could be that a higher

electron temperature induces a higher plasma potential at the edge so that the plasma ions

hit the wall with more energy. This leads to a higher ion fraction trapped in the wall,

resulting in a recycling factor below one and significant wall pumping [12]. The plasma

potential in the edge region has recently been introduced in a model [13] in which the

effect of radial electric fields during the L-H transition on ambipolar anomalous transport

is considered. In this model the radial electrostatic field effects the ExB drift velocity,

which influences the frequency spectrum of the transport producing turbulence. The

model is equally valid for limiter and divertor plasmas and predicts a more negative radial

electric field occurring with confinement improvement. This behaviour has actually been

observed in the D-III tokamak.

To obtain the H-mode, it seems necessary to keep the particle recycling region well

away from the plasma. This can be achieved in both a limiter and a divenor tokamak. In a

limiter tokamak such as JET, the H-mode is attained by a particular magnetic field

; configuration. The way to the TFTR S-mode is to reduce the edge hydrogen recycling by

preconditioning the chamber wall during a series of helium discharges prior to deuterium

» discharges. In both cases a low recycling coefficient implies the restriction of other

I energy-loss channels, apart from anomalous transport of ions, which limit the energy

f confinement time, namely charge-exchange losses and, consequently, the sputtering of

I impurities by various physical and chemical processes.

I
I Additional heating in combination with pellet-fueling has been succesful, as the

I normal undesirable increase of the neutral particle density at the edge and consequently of

| the plasma density is avoided. Pellet-fuelling in JET is observed to lead to an improved

confinement. This is again related to a reduction of the recycling coefficient.
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2. Density control

The particle density, which is largely determined by recycling of hydrogen

particles, must be controlled such that it becomes neither so large that instabilities are

provoked nor so small that the discharge cannot be maintained. Influx of cold gas, for

example, leads tc termination of the H-mode, while, on the other hand, a reduced

recycling leads to a longer H-mode duration [12]. Active particle control is established by

refuelling (gaspuffing, neutral beam injection or pellet injection) to compensate for the

particle losses as well as by the introduction of limiters and divertors. To control

saturation of the walls with hydrogen and consequently the tendency of the recycling

coefficient to become too large, when future tokamaks will be operated at a higher duty

factor, pumped limiters or divertors will be necessary. Passive particle control is

achieved by wall conditioning either by gettering or by carbonizing the wall.

The chosen methods of fuelling as well as plasma transport coefficients and the

recycling coefficient will determine the plasma density and its profile. Control of the latter

determines to what extent plasma and heating performance can be improved. Optimizing

the ratio n(O)/<n> (the 'peakedness') can be achieved by fuelling into the centre (pellets

and neutral beam injection) and by reducing the edge fuelling (recycling coefficient) at the

same time [14]. In TFTR density peaking by neutral beam injection has led to the 'super-

shots1 with Tf=28 keV [15].

Wall and limiter conditioning is an important aspect of density control which has

played a central role in the achievement of the best tokamak plasma parameters. The

release of adsorbed gas during a discharge, especially during additional heating, is

uncontrollable because of the large number of loosely bound atoms that can reside on a

wall surface. This has the possible result that desorption may cause edge cooling,

contraction of the plasma column, possibly leading to even a major disruption. During

RF heating, for instance, the rise of density at the wall can be significant.

Therefore, adsorbed and implanted gas on the chamber walls must be completely

removed before operation. One of the methods to achieve this is discharge cleaning. The

walls can further be carbonized or boronized so that the recycling coefficient drops well

below one due to wall-pumping, which is attributed to the formation of CxDy molecules

[16]. Particles impacting the carbon lattice create damage by breaking bonds and
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displacing carbon atoms. The damage acts as trapping sites for hydrogen [17], which

explains the huge capacity of carbon for hydrogen atoms. This technique, first developed

at Jiilich, was demonstrated to be effective in JET. Wall pumping by carbonized wall and

limiters has proven important for an enhanced confinement during ECRH, ICRH and

NBI, since the density remains unaltered even during additional heating.

3. Temperature and impurity control

One of the keys to obtaining high temperature and indeed generally good

performance in tokamaks is the production of plasmas in which the impurity ion content

is sufficiently low. The two principle effects of impurities are to increase the line

radiation, which enhances the power loss appreciably, and to dilute the fuel ions which

potentially reduces the fusion reaction rate [18]. Furthermore, it is an experimental fact

[19,20] that with increased tokamak purity the q values that can be attained are lower as

the current density increases with decreasing Zeff, so that the tokamak can be operated in

! a wider parameter range. Ignition of D-T plasmas can be prevented by the presence of

,. only 3% of light impurities, such as oxygen, 1% of mediate impurities, such as iron, or

only 0.1% of heavy impurities, such as, for instance, tungsten [21].

Apart from decreasing the energy confinement time due to radiation losses, the

|j impurity content also limits the effectiveness of neutral beam injection. It seems that

ij charge exchange between injected hydrogen atoms and highly-charged impurity ions of

;'; tungsten, molybdenum, iron, carbon and oxygen, for instance, could offer a severe

'j restriction on the effectiveness of neutral beam injection.
|
:' Impurities are released from the wall by various physical and chemical processes

I that are induced by the charge-exchange flux and by cross-field diffusion of ions. The

1 physical sputtering and desorption of gaseous impurities is invoked by the outward flux

$ of neutral charge-exchange atoms and of ions [22]. During NBI, the fast injected neutral

atoms which are ionized in the confined plasma can be lost before thermalization. Some

instabilities can expel them out of the plasma after which they strike the walls and

increase the number of metallic impurities in the plasma by sputtering.
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The physical sputtering process is strongly influenced by the presence of the

electrostatic sheath in front of material walls that decelerates electrons and accelerates

ions. The potential drop in this sheath is about three times the electron temperature in

front of the wall. This leads to an appreciable increase in the energy of the hydrogen ions

impinging on the wall with respect to their kinetic energy at the edge of the sheath. This

energy increase is still stronger for multiply charged impurity ions, which therefore can

contribute appreciably to sputtering, even when the impurity concentration is low [18].

Upon ionization the impurity ions diffuse into the plasma and get electronically excited by

the plasma electrons to higher and higher ionization states from which they radiate

energy. One of the ways of limiting the impurity content is to surround the plasma by a

low-Z environment by carbonization or boronization. Succesful operation of JET is

reported since the introduction of beryllium tiles as wall material.

A certain concentration of light impurities, however, need not be always

detrimental to plasma conditions. In the so-called 'detached mode' [23], the impurities

cause 100% radiation loss in the edge. This cooling of the plasma, if not excessive, is

beneficial: the loss of energy by means of radiation results in less energy being conducted

and convected to the wall by ions and electrons and this can result in a reduction of the

impurity production rate. Hence, there exists a kind of self-regulating mechanism that

prevents the plasma-wall interaction from becoming too strong. However, this

mechanism also may lead to cooling and quenching of the discharge if radiative losses

become too strong. It is thought that impurity release by chemical processes is important

in the 'detached mode'.

Incident hydrogenic ions and atoms react with the surface to form hydrocarbons

such as CH4 and C2H4 which are released as gaseous species (chemical sputtering).

Chemical effects due to oxygen can occur on metal surfaces. Chemical reactions of metal

oxides with hydrogen leads to the formation of volatile water by which oxygen is

introduced into the plasma. The formation of hydrocarbons could play a significant role

in the hydrogen recycling. In conditions where chemical sputtering is dominant, not the

energy but the amount of neutral atoms that escape towards the wall is decisive for the

impurity release.
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CHAPTER TWO

Negative hydrogen ion formation on a cesiated tungsten surface

Introduction

The interest in production of negative hydrogen ions was invoked, amongst other

objectives, by its probable application in future fusion experiments for the production of

intense particle beams. In this chapter it is shown that the technique of H formation on a

metallic surface in combination with a time-of-flight spectrometer can also be used for

detection of low-energy (5-500 eV) hydrogen atoms from a tokamak plasma for

diagnostic purposes.

In Section 1 of this chapter attention is given to the process of H formation on a

cesiated tungsten surface, which forms the essential improvement of the usual detection

techniques in time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometers. Only a brief summary of the results of

other investigations is given. For a detailed description of the H" formation process the

reader is referred to Refs. [1-5, 16-20, 22-30, 34-36, 38]. In Section 3 the apparatus is

presented with which we have performed conversion experiments on a cesiated tungsten

(110) crystal with the energy of the primary hydrogen ions varying from 15 to 500 eV.

These experiments are an extension of previous work f 1,4,5] that was done in the energy

range from 50 to 3000 eV. The measured conversion efficiencies shown in this chapter

will be primarily used to demonstrate the effectiveness of neutral-particle detection in the

low-energy region in TOF spectrometers as compared to the Daly-type detectors. As

molecular hydrogen ions were used as incident particles, the applicability of the

calibration to the case of plasma experiments in which neutral hydrogen atoms from the

plasma are the incident particles, is investigated. This has been done in Section 2. A

discussion of the results is presented in Section 4. An additional test calibration of the

TOF spectrometer for the plasma experiments, will be described in Chapter 3. That

calibration was performed after mounting channeltrons instead of Faraday cups, as the

latter cannot be used for detection of weak and rapidly varying signals.
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1. Fundamental aspects of negative hydrogen ion formation on a cesiated tungsten

surface

In Fig. 1 the energy level diagram is shown of a hydrogen atom in front of a metal

surface along the z-axis which is normal to the surface. The surface is positioned at z=0.

The characteristic parameters of the metal are its work function <|> and its fermi energy ep,

which marks the upper limit of the conduction band at zero temperature. Vo denotes the

energy of the bottom of the conduction band with respect to the vacuum level.

When the atom is at infinite distance from the metal, the energy, e a , of the discrete

affinity level of the H ion is equal to 0.75 eV. When the atom is brought closer to the

metal at some distance z, the originally sharp affinity level broadens into a band of finite

width, A(z), while a shift AE of the affinity level relative to the fermi level of the metal

and the vacuum potential is induced. This shift is explained from the induction by the

affinity level of a positive image charge in the metal, and its interaction with the atom.

Figure 1. Energy level diagram of a hydrogen atom in front of a metal surface. The

symbols are explained in the text. This figure was taken from Ref. [20]
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The broadening of the affinity level can be explained as follows. When the atom

approaches the surface, the atomic slates and the metal states start to degenerate. Because

of the uncertainty principle, the resonance results in a broadening of the originally

discrete level into a band of finite width, in Fig. 1 denoted by A. Fig. 1 shows that the

affinity level can shift to energies around or even below the fermi energy, depending on

the metal work function. The atom-metal distance for which the broadened affinity level

crosses the fermi level is denoted by zc. For atom-metal distances of about zc or smaller

than Zc, the level shift and the level broadening allows tunneling of electrons between the

conduction band and the affinity level. In other words, the affinity level becomes

degenerated with occupied metal states. The electron at the shifted energy starts tunneling

between the atom and the corresponding metal states. The electron transitions result in the

existence of an H ion with a finite lifetime. The amount that the shifted and broadened

affinity level overlaps the conduction band determines the stationary charge state of the

hydrogen particle. In Fig. 1, also the Coulomb barrier of the surface is depicted. Its

height and the kinetic energy of the approaching atom determine the point of closest

approach to the metal, ZQ. AS long as the atom-metal distance is not too large negative ion

formation may occur, depending on the overlap of the broadened affinity level and the

conduction band.

In the case of a clean tungsten (110) monocrystal which has a work function of <j) =

5.2 eV, the level shift AE is not sufficient to allow for Tesonant charge transfer, because

the atomic affinity level couples with metal states which are not occupied at zero

temperature. Adsorption of cesium on the surface lowers the work function <|> to values

for which the level shift AE is large enough to activate charge transfer. For a cesium

coverage of about 0.6 monolayers, the work function is 1.45 eV and it amounts to 2.15

eV for a full monolayer coverage [4]. A full monolayer contains 5.5 x 10 cesium atoms

per cm2, which is equivalent to 0.39 adsorbed particles per tungsten ion with the surface

density of tungsten being 1.4 x 1015 atoms per cm2. The reason that the experiment, as

will be described in Section 3, has been carried out with a tungsten (110) monocrystal, is

| that the (110) orientation has the lowest free surface energy of all mono- and

I polycrystalline tungsten surfaces. For that reason it is the most stable orientation [32].

I
• When atoms are scattered off a cesiated tungsten crystal, it is observed that the
| fraction of H ions in the scattered beam follows the work function <j> as a function of the
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cesium coverage. This is explained by the changing overlap of the affinity level with the

conduction band as the work function changes. The dependence of the work function on

the cesium coverage is shown in Fig. 2. It can be shown [31] that in the case of

adsorption of cesium on tungsten a purely ionic bond between cesium and tungsten is

formed. The adsorbed cesium ions induce negative image charges in the neighbouring

tungsten layer. Cesium ions and their image charges form an electrostatic double layer,

which consists of dipoles [33]. The curve in Fig. 2 is the result of the simultaneous

occurrence of two competing processes and can be explained as follows. Every new

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

•• coverage (10 1 4 atoms/cm2)

Figure 2. The work function as a

function of the cesium coverage in

units of lxlO14 atoms cm'2. This

figure was taken from Ref. [13].

ion adds to the dipole density and thus may decrease the work function. On the other

hand, electrons from the neighbouring layer are needed to compensate for the repulsive

forces between the cesium ions. This results in a reduction of the dipole strength. As

long as the cesium coverage is less than half a monolayer thick, the first process is more

important than the second one. When the cesium coverage exceeds half a monolayer, the

second process becomes more important, which is expressed in an increase of the work

function, as can be seen in Fig. 2. Since the pressure of saturated cesium vapour at room

temperature is 10 torr, a coverage of more than one monolayer cesium is not possible

given a pressure of 10'8 torr in our vacuum chamber.
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During the experiment, which will be described in Section 3, hydrogen ions from a

beam are scattered off a tungsten crystal. After reflection the particles are detected at a

certain distance and the H fraction of the reflected beam is measured. In order to

calculate the relative number of H ions in the scattered beam, we can make use of the

so-called probability model in which the charge state N(z) of a moving hydrogen atom

that is reflected from the surface is described by a classical master equation [19,20]:

(1)

where N(z) is the relative number of H ions in the scattered beam at an atom-surface

distance z and v. is the velocity component normal to the surface. The width of the

afffinity level at a distance z from the surface is denoted by A(z), while h is the Planck

constant. The equilibrium value <N(z)> is the value of N(z) in the case that the atoms are

fixed at some equal distance z from the surface. This equilibrium value is determined by

the overlap between the broadened affinity level and the metal conduction band [18].

Integration of Eq. (1) gives the probability r\' that a particle is scattered as a

negative ion (i.e. that the charge state at infinite distance is negative):

Ty=-j-L jA(z)<N(z)>exp - -ji- jA(z')dz1

± z
dz . (2)

!j;'f In Eq.(2) ZQ is the turning point of the trajectory (or the distance of closest

C| approach). In deriving Eq. (2) it is assumed that the negative fraction at the turning point

M| is zero [4,26], which means that only H formation in the outgoing trajectory is

considered. Therefore v ± denotes the perpendicular velocity after reflection. The

assumption that the negative fraction is zero at the turning point is supported by the

results of Rogers et al. [21], who showed that, due to the screening of the metal

electrons, a negative hydrogen ion state cannot exist inside the metal. Calculations show

that up to a maximum perpendicular velocity of 5xl04 m/s [4] the final charge state will

increase. It will decrease slightly for larger velocities.
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For velocities corresponding to energies between 50 and 100 eV, as is relevant to

our investigations, the following approximation can be retrieved for the fraction of the

particles which are converted into H" ions after reflection from the target [ 1,2,3]:

TV = exp [-A(zc)/hav J . (3)

The level width at position z, A(z), is an exponential function of the atom-surface

distance with decay length I/a. z is the crossing point (see Fig. 1). Geerlings et al.

found the values a=O.67/ao, zc = 6.5 ao and A(zc) = 0.035 eV for a cesium coverage of

half a monolayer [1]. The constant ao is the Bohr radius.

2 . The equivalence of positive molecular hydrogen ions and neutral hydrogen atoms as

incident particles

During the calibration measurements we were compelled to work with H^ instead

of H+ ions as the fraction of the latter in the ion beam was small, especially at low

energies. The assumption was made that the results of the calibration do not depend on

the charge of the incident hydrogen particle nor on the number of nuclei per incident ion

so that H* H j and Hj ions can be used for calibration purposes and that the results are

valid for experiments with neutral hydrogen atoms from the plasma. This is valid if all

incident positive hydrogenic ions are neutralized and dissociated before reflection from

the target. In that case we have the same situation after reflection, for molecular ions as

well as for hydrogen atoms.

There are several experimental indications that the above mentioned assumption is

true. Firstly, Van Wunnik et al. [25] found within the experimental accuracy no

difference in the negative ion yield per incident ion in the energy range between 100 and

2000 eV ('perpendicular energy' between 20 and 500 eV), when H" and H+ ions were

scattered from a W(l 10) surface covered with about half a monolayer of cesium. From

these observations it was concluded that all ions had been neutralized before reaching the

turning point and, consequently, there was no difference in the charge states of the
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reflected beams. Scattering of hydrogen atoms is therefore expected not to differ with

scattering of protons in the mentioned energy range.

In another experiment Geerlings et al. investigated the H" yield per nucleon using

H+, Hj and H^ as incident ions in the energy range between 400 and 2000 eV per

nucleon (perpendicular energy between 70 and 1550 eV per nucleon) [24]. For an

incident energy of 400 eV it was found that the H* yield per nucleon was the same for all

kinds of incident hydrogenic ions. A slight difference at higher energies was found. It

was concluded that for 400 eV all hydrogenic species were neutralized and dissociated

before reflection. For higher energies the passage time becomes of the order of the time

needed for the dissociation and neutralisation of the positive ions, so that less H" ions

can be formed.

In the particular case of experiments on a tokamak plasma, hydrogen atoms with

energies smaller than the above-mentioned values may impinge on the target. These

hydrogen particles will reflect on the Coulomb barrier (see Fig. 1) at a point situated a

few an from the surface. Because of the smaller electron density outside the metal, atomic

processes will be affected. However, dissociation and neutralisation take place at about

10 ao from the surface [24], i.e. before the turning point is reached. It is therefore

plausible that also for low incident normal energies the equivalence of atoms and

molecular ions is maintained. With regard to the neutralisation of protons, resonant

' neutralisation into an excited state at 10 ao from the surface, followed by de-excitation

, before reflection, is a probable mechanism. For the dissociation and neutralisation of H^

f ions the first step is likely to be neutralisation into the repulsive 3£* state by resonant or

| : near-resonant electron transfer, also at a distance of approximately 10 ao. This step is

| followed by dissociation.

h
$ A final remark is made with regard to incident particles (either ionic or neutral) that

| have an energy less than 1 eV. As they will be trapped by the image potential, it is

| impossible to detect neutral hydrogen atoms or molecules at room temperature by this

P method.
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3. The apparatus and calibration method for the low-energy range down to 15 eV

In order to calibrate the energy dependence of the conversion efficiency, an ion

beam line was constructed, capable of generating a mono-energetic positive hydrogen

beam (see Figs 3a and 3b). In the electron bombardment source 800 eV positive

hydrogen ions were generated. A BaO cathode was used to maximize the number of

emitted electrons from the filament. The complete beam line consisted of four parts: the

ion source (1), an Einzel lens (2), which served as a focussing system, an ExB mass-

selecting Wien filter and a deceleration lens system (5). Deceleration was possible to any

energy above 5 eV. Behind the lens a 90° deflection system (4) was mounted to make the

(n)

• 30 cm J • — 30 cm —•!

Figure 3. Apparatus, a. The situation is represented in which the support is in down

position. (1) ion source, (2) Einzel lens, (3) Wien filter, (4) cylindrical 90°

deflector, (5) deceleration and focusing lens, (6) Faraday cup.

b. The situation is represented in which the support is in upper position.

(7) tungsten target, (8) cesium dispenser.
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beam incident on the target which is situated in the vacuum chamber. The reason for not

mounting the source in a straight line to the vacuum chamber was that in this way neutral

particles from the source with different energies are lost. In order to establish the field

boundaries of the deflector Herzog shunts were mounted at the entrance and exit sides

18].

By means of the deceleration lens system the ions were focussed on the Faraday

cup (6). A spectrum of the ion species from the source was recorded by determining the

positive current from the Faraday cup behind the deflection system (see Fig. 3a), while

the electric field of the ExB filter was varied at a constant B field. Several groups of

masses could easily be identified, taking into account the relation E/B «= Vl/m for the

ExB filter. Apart from the hydrogen group containing H+, H j and Hg, H,O+ could be

identified.

The energy of the ion beam was analysed by positioning a three-trap retarding

;? tungsten grid in front of the Faraday cup in Fig. 3a. By biassing the mid grid and

•*. keeping the outer grids on ground potential, the ion energy could be analysed. The grids

were finely mazed in order to be certain of a uniform electrostatic field [9]. The source

proved to be mono-energetic for every imposed energy between 25 and 100 eV.

To do conversion experiments it is necessary to measure the positive current hitting

l4 the target and the negative current reflected from the target. The total conversion

efficiency 7] is defined as the ratio of the H current, I , to the incident positive ion
1 * current, I . Both positive and negative currents were measured by two different Faraday

) ,r cups. The Faraday cup which detected the incoming positive ions was mounted on the

\f same support as the target and was situated above the target. This support could be

' • rotated about the central axis of the vacuum chamber and could be moved up- and

< 5 downward. This made it possible to perform conversion experiments at various angles of

incidence with the target. The angle of incidence could be adjusted with an accuracy of

0.5°. Just in front of the Faraday cup a diaphragm was mounted with an opening of

exactly the same dimensions and position as the target crystal. In order to determine the

incoming beam the support was shifted downwards until the diaphragm came into the

beamline. The total current that hits the crystal could thus be measured in absolute

magnitude. Two grids had been placed between diaphragm and cup. On the first grid,
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starting from the cup, a voltage of -30 V was applied. This was done to keep the

secondary electrons in the cup, which were created by the particles that hit the inner wall

of the cup. The second grid was on ground potential and shielded the chamber and the

incoming beam from the electric field from the first grid.

After determining the primary beam current the support was quickly moved

upwards so that the incident ions hit the cesiated tungsten crystal (see Fig. 3b, number

6), where the conversion intoH" ions takes place. Its dimensions were 16x6x0.5 mm.

The cesium deposited on the surface of the target came from a heated cesium dispenser

(8), which was mounted 10 mm in front of the tungsten crystal. The dispenser

(manufactured by SAES Getters, Milan) allows for a well-defined fluence of cesium

atoms to the surface. The fluence depends on the temperature of the dispenser and can be

controlled by adjusting the current through it. During the experiments the current was

varied between 4 and 6 A. For 6 A a monolayer coverage was reached in 75 seconds.

The reflected negative ions were detected in a second Faraday cup (7), which had

been attached to the platform at the same height as the target. All currents were measured

by means of a Keithley electrometer. The opening angle of this cup, seen from the target,

in the plane containing the beam line and the surface was 30°, detennined by angles of

reflection between 57° and 87°. This is enough to collect 80% of the reflected particles for

an angle of incidence of 78°. This value has been retrieved from an experiment by Van

Wunnik et al. [4], in which the angular distribution of reflected particles of 400 eV was

investigated by rotating a small-aperture Faraday cup around the target between 40° and

90°, for a fixed angle of incidence (80°). It is assumed that the angular distribution does

not change with energy. The yield of H" ions could be followed by monitoring the

current from the Faraday cup during the flow of cesium from the dispenser towards the

target. In this manner it could be precisely determined when the maximum H" yield had

been reached. Dependent on the dispenser current setting, the H* current goes through

the maximum in about 10 seconds (see Fig. 4). In case that H^ or Ht ions were used,

the H" yield per nucleon was calculated by dividing the measured H" yield by two or

three, respectively.
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Figure 4. Example of H~ current

signal from the electrometer as

function of time. Idisp = 6 A,

incident ion beam: 150 eV H^,

I+ = ].25xl0-11A.
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In front of the second Faraday cup two grids were mounted serving the same

purpose as in the case of the first cup. Due care was taken that in both cases the

transmissions for ions through the grids were equal. Besides retarding the secondary

electrons from within the Faraday cup, the negatively biassed grid in front of the Faraday

cup, was meant to retard secondary electrons created at the tungsten crystal, electrons

emitted by the heated dispenser as well as Auger-electrons from the crystal, that would

distort the H" signal [15]. The scattered beam could not contain Cs" ions because the

affinity level of cesium is low (0.47 eV below the vacuum level) and because the normal

velocity is too small for Cs" ions to survive. To suppress the secondary electrons from

the crystal, the grid in front of the second Faraday cup was maintained at a negative

potential of at most 25 per cent of the primary beam energy. It was thought that this

potential does not suppress the negative ions, given the fact that the energy loss of

hydrogen atoms as a result of reflection from clean tungsten is less than 20 percent of the

primary beam energy [11,12].

In order to avoid a decrease of the H formation probability, caused by adsorption

of hydrogen and oxygen on the surface the background pressure in the vacuum chamber

should be kept low. Experiments on co-adsorption of cesium and hydrogen on tungsten
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(110) showed a sharp decrease of the negative ion formation probability with increasing

hydrogen coverage in the case of a cesium coverage of 0.6 monolayer on tungsten [5].

The decrease of H" yield due to adsorption of hydrogen on the target is attributed to the

scattering of electrons near the surface at hydrogen atoms so that less electrons can

transfer to a hydrogen atom [26]. For a full-monolayer cesium coverage this effect was

negligible, which can be related to the higher electron density. The same effects have

been seen with adsorption of oxygen. In the calibration experiments described here the

pressure was therefore maintained at lxlO~8 torr by using a turbo-molecular pump. For

the same reason, the crystal had to be cleaned thoroughly. This was done by a standard

oxygen treatment before each series of measurements [10] and by flashing the crystal

once at 2000 °C before each measurement. The standard oxygen treatment consisted of

heating the crystal at 1600 °C during two minutes in a 5xlO"6 torr O2 atmosphere. This

was done to remove carbon on the crystal surface by forming CO and CO2 gas. After

these gases had been pumped away the same procedure was repeated several times.

4. Results and discussion

Fig. 5 shows the total conversion efficiencies as a function of incident particle

energy, which have been found by the method described in the previous section. They

are the result of at least five measurements done at the same energy. The angles of

incidence have been P = 70° and JJ = 78°. For angles smaller than 70° the conversion

efficiencies were seen to rapidly decrease with angle. For energies smaller than 100 eV

H^ or H^ ions were selected as primary ions because the proton current was not large

enough to give a sufficiently large converted signal in that energy range. Incident ion

energies were selected between 15 and 400 eV per nucleon. The measurements for 15

and 50 eV at P = 78° have been done by using H? ; for other measurements iC ions

were used as primary particles. Three values of the total conversion efficiency rj obtained

with the present apparatus, using H+as primary ion, are also presented in Fig. 5 (filled

points). In all cases the measurements have been performed for about half a monolayer

cesium coverage. In Fig. 6, a logarithmic respresentation of the conversion efficiencies in

Fig. 5 is given as a function of v]_ for incident energies less than 200 eV per nucleon. A

discussion with regard to Figs 5 and 6 will be given now.
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Figure 5. Total conversion efficiency r\ as a function of incident energy per nucleon for

two angles of incidence. The negative ion current has been recorded for half a

monolayer cesium coverage, which corresponds to a surface work function of

0 = 1.45 eV. The filled points are obtained with H+ as incident particles. To

obtain the other values oft], H^ andhiX ions were used.

For energies per nucleon larger than 200 eV (perpendicular energy 40 eV) it was

found that no difference occured in the H' yield per incident nucleon for H+ and H^ as

incident particle. This observation confirms the considerations in Section 2 about the

equivalence of protons and molecular hydrogen ions as incident particles. The maximum

of the conversion efficiency in Fig. 5 for p* = 78° occurs for an incident energy of

roughly 150 eV per nucleon, i.e. at a perpendicular velocity of about 4X104 m/s. This

value is in agreement with Eq. (2), which predicts a value of 5x10** m/s for the

maximum. For an angle of incidence P = 70° the peak should occur at about 185 eV per

nucleon. Though the maximum is very broad the measurements seem to agree with this.
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Figure 6. The logarithm of the conversion efficiency x\ as a function of the reciprocal

normal incident velocity per nucleon and as a function of the normal incident

energy per nucleon for the data from figure 5 for energies below 200 eV.

The total conversion efficiencies for energies less than 200 eV per nucleon in Fig. 6

show an exponential dependence on vj."1 for both angles of incidence. The exponential

dependence seems to be in agreement with eq.(3), which describes the process of H"-

formation. However, Eq. (3) cannot be applied directly to our total conversion

measurements, since it does not take into account the angular spread of the reflected

particles (and therefore of vj.) nor the energy loss during the collision with the target.

This loss amounts to no more than 20% of the initial value [4, 11, 12]. The angular

spread in vj. should be considered in our case because of the large opening angle of the

Faraday cup. The spread in vx arises as a result of the reflection off the target [4]. The

spread due to this effect amounts to 0.3 - 2.4 vx. The spread is also caused by the release
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of energy during dissociation of the incident molecules. Notwithstanding the above

remarks the incident v'^ in Fig. 6 has been put along the horizontal axis under the

assumption that the incident normal velocity is equal to the normal velocity after

reflection.

For a given normal velocity larger parallel velocities correspond to higher

conversion efficiencies as is seen in Fig. 6. Since a parallel velocity effect is not

important for velocities smaller than 3xlO5 m/s [22], the difference must be attributed to

the broader angular distribution at smaller angles of incidence [4]. A broader angular

distribution leads to less negative ions detected in the Faraday cup. With respect to the

total conversion efficiency it is therefore advantageous to choose 78° as angle of

incidence.

The most important conclusion derived from the measurements is that the measured

conversion efficiencies are substantially higher in the low energy range than the

efficiencies of the Daly-type detector [6,7], which to a great extent are determined by the

secondary electron emission coefficient of the copper-beryllium plate (see Fig. 7).

Moreover, calibration of the conversion efficiencies can be performed with more

accuracy than calibration of the electron emission coefficient. These properties make the

negative ion conversion an attractive alternative for detection of low-energy neutral

hydrogen atoms.
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Figure 7. The secondary electron emission coefficient for a CuBe plate as a function of

the incident energy together with the conversion efficiencies for J3 = 78°from

Fig. 5. The electron emission coefficients are taken from [39}.
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CHAPTER THREE

Detection of love-energy hydrogen atoms in a time-of-flight
spectrometer

Introduction

The energy analysis of the neutral particle flux from a tokamak plasma will be

performed by means of time-of-flight spectroscopy. In this chapter a description of the

time-of-flight spectrometer will be given, as well as of the method of obtaining the

efficiency of negative ion conversion which takes place in the detection part of the

apparatus. The values of the efficiencies are compared with those obtained by means of

Faraday cups as has been described in Chapter 2. In Section 1 the time-of-flight analyser

is described. Section 2 deals with the calibration of the apparatus, while a discussion of

the results is given in Section 3. A discussion concerning the composition and energy

resolution of a time-of-flight spectrum is dealt with in Section 4. In Section 5 the

sensitivity of the apparatus will be investigated.

1. The spectrometer

The time-of-flight (TOF) spectrometer consists of a chopper disk, a flight tube and

a detector housing (see Fig. 1). The various differential pumping sections in the flight

tube are necessary to cope with a pressure fall from the torus (lxlO"3 torr) to the detector

chamber ( ix lO 9 torr). The ultra-high vacuum there is needed to ensure an optimal and

constant H" ion yield at the tungsten surface. A high vacuum in the order of lxlO"6 torr

must be preserved in the flight tube to prevent any substantial scattering of the entering

neutral particle flux by background gas. By differential pumping the cesium which is

evaporated in the detector housing, is also prevented from coming into the torus, where it

would cause plasma cooling due to radiation losses. To prevent leaking in of too much

gas from the torus a gas resistance (10x2 mm) was mounted in the diagnostic port. The

various parts of which the TOF spectrometer is built up will be discussed now.
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Figure 1. The TOF spectrometer.

a. The vacuum chamber and the detection equipment

Principle of H detection

The pressure in the vacuum chamber was maintained at lxlO^9 torr, using a 4501/s

turbo molecular pump, two titanium sublimation pumps and a liquid-nitrogen cooled

trap. The titanium sublimation pumps have been installed to getter water vapour, amongst

others, in order to prevent adsorption on the cesiated surface. The liquid-nitrogen cooled

trap is attached to the lid of the vacuum chamber, which was sealed by means of a

VITONO-ring.

In Fig. 2 a top view is given of the interior of the vacuum chamber. The tungsten

target (number 1 in Fig. 2) is situated in the centre of the vacuum chamber. The target is a

rectangular tungsten (110) monocrystal of dimensions 16x7x0.5 mm. It is mounted by

means of two strips on the target holder, which is fixed to a rotating and shiftable

platform. Two copper cables are attached to the tungsten strips to conduct electrical

currents as high as 120 A through the target. By means of this current the target can be

flashed at 2000 °C, which is necessary to achieve a thorough cleaning of the target.
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Heating was done once during 10 seconds just before each activation with cesium (see

Chapter 2). This is sufficient to remove all cesium, water, hydrogen and oxygen from the

surface. Heating of the target also gives the opportunity of performing measurements

with a clean surface. The glow of the target during heating can be observed through a

window in the vacuum chamber for the sake of temperature determination.

Figure 2. Interior of the vacuum chamber: 1. tungsten target; 2. collimator; 3.

multi-razor-blade lightdump; 4£. channeltrons; 6. moveable shutter; 7.

grids; 8. cesium dispenser.

In the vicinity of the target, channel electron multipliers (4 and 5) were installed

which served as particle detectors. The choice of channel electron multipliers

(channeltrons) depended on their favourable size in comparison with e.g. photomultiplier

tubes, and on their large dynamic range. Both channeltrons are of the Galileo 4800 type.

Their operation is based on release of secondary electrons from the sensitive surface of

the channeltron upon impact of an incident particle. The released electrons are

subsequently accelerated by a bias voltage through the channeltron tube towards the rear
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end, meanwhile creating an electron cascade. At the end of the tube the electron cascade

is collected and measured as a charge pulse of typically 40 mV amplitude and 20 ns

width. The leads to the particle detectors were shielded to avoid deflection of the incident

and reflected particles by stray fields. Because a small potential difference exists between

the low work function target surface and its surroundings, the target and target holder

were grounded for the same reason.

Before a conversion experiment can take place, the target must be activated by

depositing cesium on the surface. The H ion yield and consequently the sensitivity

depends on the cesium coverage of the surface. The cesium is contained in a so-called

dispenser (8) and is evaporated at a constant rate when current is applied through the

dispenser, normally 6 A at 1.6 Volt. During cesiation the dispenser is positioned at a

distance of 10 mm in front of the surface. This situation is depicted in Fig. 2. Cesium is

known to react violently with lead-glass (the main component of the channeltrons),

especially at high temperatures, and causes an irreversible deterioration of the channeltron

sensitivity [3]. To reduce this problem two measures were taken. Firstly, as soon as the

cesiation had finished and the current through the dispenser was switched off, the

dispenser was pulled into a cavity in a LN2 cooled trap situated above the tungsten target

(see Fig. J). After switching off the current through the dispenser, cesium evaporation

continues for about 40 seconds. When the dispenser was in its upper position during this

period, redundant cesium was trapped on the cooled surface. Within 40 seconds the

dispenser cools down from 740 °C, which is the dispenser temperature at 6 A, to 400-

500 °C [2]. At this latter temperature virtually no more cesium is released from the

dispenser. Secondly, the channeltrons were mounted in a stainless steel box of which the

entrance could be shut off by means of a moveable shutter (number 6 in Fig. 2) during

the activation and heating periods. At the time that the dispenser had been withdrawn and

a measurement could be performed, the shutter was opened, so that H ions reflecting

from the cesiated surface could be detected. All moving parts (shutter, dispenser,

platform) were activated pneumatically. Prior to each cesium deposition the dispenser

must be warmed up at 740 °C for about 50 seconds to ensure a constant deposition rate.

During the warming-up time the dispenser was situated in its upper position facing the

cooled trap.

The neutral hydrogen or ion beam which entered the vacuum chamber was

collimated by a set of diaphragms (2 in Fig. 2) of dimensions 3x14 mm before it hit the
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target. The fraction of the atoms or ions which was reflected from the target as H ions

was detected by channeltron (4). Channeltron (5) was used for calibration purposes (see

Section 2). Investigations on the channeltron quantum efficiency for both positive and

negative ions [6] indicate that an incident particle energy of 1000 eV is enough to ensure

a counting efficiency of nearly 100%. To accelerate the negative ions towards

channeltron (4), a positive bias voltage of 1000 V was applied between the second

entrance grid (7) and the cone of the channeltron. The bias voltage could be regulated by

means of resistors. Because of the large acceleration neither the low initial energy of the

particles nor the energy spread during contact with the metal surface needed to be taken

into account. They have no measurable influence on the flight time, given the small

distance between target and detector (30 mm) in comparison with the distance between

chopper and target (2.5 m).

An additional advantage of the electrostatic bias field was that the H ions were

bent to the channeltron, whereas plasma light was led towards a multi-razor-blade light

dump (3). This is a way of preventing saturation of the channeltron due to excessive

exposure to light from the plasma during the open time of the chopper. The sensitivity

curve of channeltrons as a function of photon energy (see Fig. 3) shows that the

channeltron is sensitive to VUV light and to X-rays from the plasma [12].
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A consequence of the field configuration is that especially the higher energetic ions

will not be deflected enough towards the detector to be counted (see Fig. 4). The fraction

of negative ions that move into the box and are detected depends on their energy, the

distance between channeltron and box entrance, the position at the entrance with respect

to the channeltron and the angle under which the ions enter the electrostatic field. The

dimensions of the entrance slit (20x26 mm) are chosen such that with regard to the

angular distribution of the scattered particles about 80% of the reflected particles is

admitted through the entrance slit [7], The edges of the entrance slit determine the limiting

X=A

Figure 4. The geometry of the electrostatic field between the channeltron and the

entrance grid.

angles y under which the reflected ions enter the electrostatic field between entrance slit

and channeltron, and thus the eventual positions at which the particles reach the plane

x=A. A high-transmission grid at the same potential was placed just in front of the

channeltron entrance to obtain a well-defined electrostatic field configuration. The

displacement with respect to the position at the entrance is given by
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s = 2 cos Y y ([egsinly + eoV]1'2 - eosiny), (1)

in which y denotes the angle under which the negative ion enters the electrostatic field

with respect to the grids, eo is the ion energy, V is the potential difference between the

entrance grid and the cone of the channeltron and A is the distance between entrance grid

and the entrance of the channeltron. It is assumed that the electrostatic field does not

penetrate through the grids into the target space. The impact region of incident ions on the

channeltron entrance area is found by substituting the limiting angles (y = 57° and y =

87°) in Eq. (1). Comparison of the size of this impact region for a particular ion energy at

the plane x=A with the actual diameter and position of the channeltron yields the fraction

of negative ions of that particular energy which is counted by the channeltron. Fig. 5

shows the fraction of ions that reaches the channeltron surface as a function of particle

energy.

O.7O

0.50
800

Figure S. Capture efficiency for negative ions (V = 1000 Volt, A = 20 mm).

During the first minute after cesiating a strong noise signal was measured. This

was probably partially caused by penetration of the bias field into the target space due to

the high transmission of both grids (90%). Cold electronic emission from cesium-

covered metallic parts outside the box is then stimulated. A second cause for the noise

could be that the vapour of cesium atoms had not been completely adsorbed by the
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chamber wall when the shutter was opened and would partially be adsorbed on the

channeltron surface. To avoid these effects the measurements commenced at least one

minute after cesiation. Then the above-mentioned effects were diminished to an

acceptable low level. The quality of the cesiated surface was not affected during this

period provided that the pressure was less than lxlO^9 torr. Under this circumstance the

H" yield remained practically stationary for about half an hour. The noise level was

further decreased by shutting off the window of the vacuum chamber. In this manner

photo-electric emission of electrons from cesiated metallic surfaces was avoided.

The channeltrons and protective measures

For determining the detection efficiencies it is necessary to compare the reflected

and the incident ion beams by measuring the beams with channeltrons (4) and (5),

respectively. Therefore both channeltrons should be identical with respect to counting

efficiency (also called quantum efficiency) and electron gain. The measurements by

Crandall and Ray [6] show that the counting efficiency of a channeltron is the same for

positive and negative incident hydrogen ions. To be sure that both channeltrons have

equal counting performance they must be regularly controlled by means of a pulse height

analyser. The pulse height distribution of the pulses at the channeltron output must be at

least such that also the amplitude of the smallest pulses are above the detection threshold.

The latter is imposed by the noise level of the amplifier. Deterioration of the channeltron

gain resulting from surface damage in the tube is expressed in a pulse height spectrum

which has moved in the direction of the detection threshold. Deterioration of the quantum

efficiency resulting from surface damage of the cone is noticeable in a decrease of the

total number of output pulses. In order to avoid damage to the channeltrons one has to

limit the continuous counting rate to about 5X104 counts per second. In the case of short

pulse-measurements during a plama discharge, however, the channeltron can have a

count rate of up to 1 MHz.

For further protection of the channeltrons a clamp circuit was developed (see Fig.

6a). Each channeltron can be turned on independently by a manual, optical or electrical

signal. Normally, the action signal was given by a timer during a requested period of

time. The stand-by mode is induced by disconnecting the signal from the timer or by an

inhibit signal. In stand-by position the channeltron voltage was kept very low to prevent

any undesired electron multiplication. The inhibit signal was given continuously if the
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dispenser was activated or if the surface was being flashed. The clamp circuit consists of

two vacuum tetrodes type PD 510. In the case of channeltron (4) a negative voltage is

applied on a grid in the tetrode and the current through the tetrode is inhibited. The

connection to earth is interrupted so that the channeltron will be at floating potential. In

the case of channeltron (5) an inhibit signal will cause the positive Massing of a grid in

the other tetrode. This time a current will go through the vacuum tube and the front of the

channeltron will consequently be connected to earth. In that situation the channeltron is

grounded and has no voltage. When it is activated the connection to earth is interrupted

and a voltage can again be applied to the channeltron.

To prevent ion feed-back, channeltron operation in a bad vacuum must be

prevented and therefore an inhibit signal is given wl.en the gas pressure rises above a

threshold value. For that reason a trip circuit was developed (see Fig. 6b), which is

activated if the output signal of the vacuum meter exceeds 6 Volt, e.g. 6xl0"6 torn The

circuit then makes a 9 Volt output signal which is transmitted to the clamp circuit, which

as a result produces an inhibit signal. Given the large resistance of the channeltron (100

MOhm), the channeltron is de-activated not faster than within 1 ms.

As a further protective measure it is made impossible to activate the dispenser or to

heat the crystal when the shutter (number 6 in Fig. 2) is withdrawn. An iron-constantane

thermocouple is used to measure the temperature rise of the channeltron material during

heating of the target. The temperature should not exceed 450 °C in order to prevent severe

depletion of the channeltron material.

In spite of the mentioned protective measures channeltron (4) showed a faster

deterioration than channeltron (5) during the experiments. This must be attributed to the

vicinity of the target which is a heat source and to experiments in which the attraction of

electrons by the positive bias field was examined.

b. The chopper and reference system

This part of the TOF spectrometer is a modification of an apparatus that was built

by Brocken et al. [1]. The chopper disk is made of 1 mm thick stainless steel and

consists of 16 equally spaced slits of 1 mm width. The distance between the slits is 25.6

mm. Just opposite the chopper disk a static entrance slit is situated (see Figs. 1 and 7),
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which limits the chopper open time and serves as a gas resistance as well. Its width is

variable from 0.0 to 20.0 mm with an accuracy of 0.01 mm. The chopper is operated at a

variable rotor frequency up to 400 Hz. Each time that a slit on the disk appears in front of

the static diaphragm and that, consequently, particles move through it, a He-Ne laser

beam which makes part of the reference system is led through the opposite slit on the

disk. The laser beam is transmitted through a quartz window into the vacuum chamber

(see Fig. 8), is then led through the slit by means of a mirror and is finally collected

outside the vacuum chamber in a light detector. In order to detect the chopper reference

signal we used a transistor, so that each light pulse is recorded as a positive pulse, in

order to match the input characteristics of a pulse counter. The reference pulses are stored

in this counter during a measurement. From the distance in time between two reference

pulses the open time and the spectrum duration can be retrieved. During the experiments

the open time varied from 6 to 10 (is, dependent on the width of the static diaphragm and

the rotor frequency, while a single spectrum lasted for about 160 us. The chopper disk

was driven by a two-phase hysteresis synchronous motor (75A1003-2 type FC

manufactured by Globe Motors). Due care was taken that grease of the bearings could

not enter the vacuum system. This was achieved by water-cooling of the bearings as well

as by mounting the motor in a vacuum-sealed box (see Fig. 8).

5 entrance slit

light detector

Figure 7. Chopper disc and static entrance slit.
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Figure 8. Schematic drawing of the chopper vacuum chamber: 1. static entrance

slit; 2. chopper disc; 3. lenses; 4. quartz windows.
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2. The calibration method

A test calibration of the detection efficiency had to be performed again because of

the different geometry in the scattering chamber and because we used other detectors with

respect to the situation which has been described in Chapter 2. This test calibration was

executed to see if the efficiency values were comparable to those obtained with Faraday

cups. One major problem came up as channeltrons were used: the H yield could not be

monitored during evaporation of cesium due to the sensitivity of channeltrons for

contamination with cesium. Therefore the optimum cesium coverage had to be found by

adjusting the dispenser activation time and the dispenser current. The H yield was

checked after withdrawal of the dispenser and the shutter. A more direct indication for the

cesium coverage on the target would have been the determination of the work function

instead by a Kelvin probe. It is also possible to use a laser beam to determine the

production of photo-electrons from the cesium layer [9]. The arrangement of the interior

of the vacuum chamber, however, did not allow for the installation of a Kelvin probe or a

laser.

The calibration was performed by comparing an incident positive ion beam and the

reflected beam consisting of negative particles. During the calibration measurements the

channeltron pulses were led to an amplifier and then counted by a ratemeter. An ion beam

line was used, identical to the beamline described in Chapter 2 (see Fig. 1). Because of

the small H+ production of the ion source we were compelled to work with H^ ions. In

Chapter 2 it has been made plausible that all incident ions are neutralized and dissociated

before impinging on the surface (these processes occur on less than 0.1 nm from the

surface) and that the H yield per nucleon is independent on the charge and complexity of

the incident hydrogen ions. Unlike the calibration measurements with Faraday cups, a

correction for the double H yield for one incident H^ ion as a result of the dissociation

is not necessary. This is because the two particles resulting from the dissociation will hit

the channeltron surface within the pulse formation and restoration time of the ratemeter (2

(is) and will therefore be counted as one particle.

The efficiency and consequently the detection sensitivity is maximum for a cesium

coverage of 0.6 monolayer (= 3.3xl014 atoms/cm2). With this cesium coverage the

conversion efficiencies were measured before, using Faraday cups to show the feasibility

of the proposed technique [8]. On empirical basis, the best results were found to occur
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when the neutral beam makes an angle of 78° with the surface normal (see Chapter 2).

We used the same angle of incidence throughout the experiment described in this section.

We did measurements with various dispenser current and activation period settings to

clarify the dependence of the efficiency on these quantities. A dispenser activation time of

60 seconds and dispenser current of 5.9 A were found to give the best results. These

values were stored in timers to assure the same coverage throughout the calibration

experiment.

The measurements were organized as follows. After cesiating the target, the

incoming positive ion beam was measured by means of channeltron (5) (see Fig. 2).

Detection of the incoming positive beam was achieved by applying a negative bias

voltage of -3 keV to the channeltron, thus accelerating the ions to a velocity for which the

channeltron counting efficiency is unity. The incoming beam was measured twice: once

with the target in line (target in upper position) and once with the target removed (target

in down position) (see Fig. 1). In down position the top of the target holder was 6 cm

below the beam and therefore caused no hindrance to the ion beam. The diaphragm in

front of channeltron (5) had an entrance width which was twice that of the target

projection on this diaphragm so that a part of the incoming beam could still be detected

when the target was in line. The beam width was always larger than the diaphragm

width. If the channeltron signal measured with the target removed was about twice as

large as the measured signal with the target in line, then this observation would indicate

that the beam had been properly aligned on the target. Saturation of the channeltron

which showed up when the unreflected beam gave a much lower signal than the reflected

beam, could be avoided by not allowing the counting rate to exceed 5X104 counts per

second. The measurements were also done with valve 2 (see Fig. 1) closed to obtain the

noise output from the channeltron.

After measuring the intensity of the incoming beam the reflected beam, consisting

of H" ions, neutral hydrogen atoms and secondary electrons, was measured by

channeltron (4). Then the signal was measured with valve 2 at the entrance of the vacuum

chamber closed, so that ions could not reach the target, and with shutter (6) still in open

position. A small transient background signal, explained in the previous section, was

observed. All data have been corrected for this background signal. The detection

efficiency T] as a function of the incident energy per nucleon was obtained by dividing the
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reflected beam intensity IR/CS.U by the intensity of ions incident on the target after

correction for noise and background signal:

IR/CS,S,U

in which I<i and Iu are the measured incident beam intensities with the target in down- and

up-position, respectively. The detection efficiency according to this defenition was used

to calculate the original neutral particle flux from the tokamak. It includes the probability

that a negative ion is being detected by channeltron (4). This probability is shown in Fig.

5. Because of lack of space, no provision could be made to deflect electrons away from

the channeltron by means of a magnet. However, since electrons occur equally in the

calibration experiment and in the plasma experiment no corrections for electrons had to be

made. Furthermore, a signal was measured when the target had been removed. Because

this signal disappeared as soon as valve 2 (see Fig. 1) was closed, it was alleged to

hydrogen atoms that reach the entrance grids in an awkward way after having been

neutralized during contact with the collimator. These atoms will release secondary

electrons from the grids. This signal was relatively small and therefore it could be

neglected. The measured detection efficiencies as defined by expression (2) are shown in

Figs 9a and 9b for the dispenser settings 5.9 A - 60 s and 5.5 A - 45 s.

We have also made an attempt to determine the reflection of hydrogen atoms from a

clean tungsten target (see Fig. 10). A signal was still expected due to the release of

secondary electrons from the target and the grids at the entrance of the box. The

unavoidable presence of adsorbed cesium on these grids in combination with the strong

bias field between the grids and the channeltron, make the mazes of the grids excellent

electron emittors when they are hit by a hydrogen atom. The relative signal due to neutral

particles reflected from the clean tungsten surface reads as:

1 The data below 300 eV in Figs 9a, 9b and 10 are the result of a weighted average

y of at least three subsequent measurements at the same incident energy. The value at 300

I eV is the result of one measurement.
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atoms from a clean tungsten surface.

3. Discussion

It is seen in Figs 9a and 9b that the detection efficiencies for the dispenser settings

5.5 A - 45 s and 5.9 A - 60 s differ in the low-energy range. This can be attributed to a

difference in cesium coverage. For energies above 200 eV the efficiency seems not to be

strongly dependent on the cesium coverage. It is seen in Fig. 10 that experiments without

cesium coverage even yield virtually the same values for these energies. It is therefore

thought that secondary electrons become important in this energy region. Fig. 7 in

Chapter 2 where the emission coefficient for secondary electrons is given as a function of

the impact energy, supports this idea. This phenomenon is important when the neutral

outflux from a tokamak is recorded: for high energies it is not important whether the

surface is covered with cesium or not. To allow for a comparison of the conversion

efficiencies obtained with the present set-up with those measured during the static

calibration experiments (see Chapter 2), a correction term has to be included for the

capture probability of the negative ions (see Fig. 5). A comparison of conversion
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efficiencies can now be performed. The conversion efficiencies for 60 seconds and 5.9 A

which are corrected for the capture efficiency are depicted in Figs l l a and l i b together

with the earlier conversion efficiencies, that have been found with Faraday cups (see

Chapter 2). From Figs 1 la and 1 lb it can be seen that the conversion efficiencies in the

low-energy range as obtained by channeltrons reproduce the efficiencies as obtained by

Faraday cups despite the presence of relatively small fluxes of secondary electrons

released from the target and grids. The small efficiency value found for 100 eV might be

due to focussing problems. The imposed attenuation of the positive ion beam, which is
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Figure II. Detection efficiencies corrected for the capture efficiency, (a) as a

function of the energy per nucleon, (b) as a function of the reciprocal

normal velocity, ft channeltron data: activation time 60 s, current 5.9

D . Faraday cup data: activation time 40 s, current 6.0 A.
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necessary to prevent saturation of the channeltron, decreases the accuracy of the

channeltron measurements. For energies above 100 eV, where the fluxes of secondary

electrons become important, as may be seen from Fig. 10, the two data sets cannot be

compared any longer, since secondary electrons were repelled during the measurements

with Faraday cups. Essentially it is confirmed for low energies that the same energy

dependence of the conversion efficiency has been found and that with the mentioned

dispenser settings about half a monolayer cesium was deposited on the target.

4. The composition and energy resolution of a time-of-flight spectrum

After entering the TOF tube, the particle flux from the plasma is interrupted

periodically by the fast turning chopper disc which has 16 slits. The interruption

frequency is given by:

2n fR rcfs = A.±A~ > (4)

' in which fR is the rotor frequency of the chopper disc. The factor rc denotes the average

,!' radial distance from the centre of the disc to the position at which the neutral particles

'. move through the slits (rc = 67.5 mm). The slit width is given by dj (1 mm), while d2

denotes the distance between two chopper slits at radius rc (25.6 mm). The speed of the

t neutral particles is determined by measuring the flight time between the chopper slit and

5 j the target. The following time definitions are made. The initial time, tj, is the time at

| which the particle has moved through a slit in the chopper disc. The time at which the

f j particle is detected, tf, is the final time. The energy of the particle, e, is then given by

(5)

in which L is the length of the flight path between disc and target (2.5 m) and m is the

mass of the hydrogen atom.

Two instrumental effects determine the energy resolution. 1. The finite duration of

the open time, Ato, and 2. the duration of the sample time, Ats, with wich the pulses are

counted. The finite open time is determined by the rotor frequency and by the widths of
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the chopper slit and the static entrance slit (width S) just in front of the chopper (see Fig.

7). Both factors cause particles with different energies to be detected at the same detection

time-interval. This results in a finite energy resolution, which is given by

Ae_
e (6)

The data points in the TOF spectrum show an overlap in the energy domain, which

can be calculated from Eq. (6). The energy overlap coresponding to the channels is

illustrated in Fig. 12 for 8 = 0.2 mm, fR = 400 Hz and Atj = 2 ̂ is.
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Figure 12. Graphic representation of the energy intervals corresponding to the i

spectrum channels for the parameters S = 02 mm, fa = 400 Hz and Ats = 2

Us.
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The effective width of the combined chopper slit and entrance slit is a periodic

function of time. It is called the transmission function in this section. Typical shapes of

the transmission function for variable diaphragm width 5 are shown in Fig. 13 and

values for the transmission are given in Table I. Tne transmission function can be divided

into four parts: a rise time, tr, a constant level time, tp, a fall-off time, tr, and a dead time,

td, during which no particles can pass through the chopper disc. The cases d2 - di < 5 <

d2 + di , and 8 > d2 + di are left out of consideration because such large values for 5

were not used in the experiments. For every value of 8 and di Eq. (7) must be fulfilled:

2tr + tp + td = l/fs • (7)

1 r

1 -

tr tr

d1 >5

<5

1 period = 1/fs

time

Figure 13. Typical shapes of the periodic transmission function for constant dj and

variable S.
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The open time is composed from the different parts according to

Ato = 2tr + tp . (8)

The instantaneous neutral-particle flux through the chopper slit is convoluted v/ith

the transmission function. The time-of-flight spectrum is proportional to its normalized

amplitude. The measured detector signal f(tf) is therefore symbolically given by

h(if)
f(tf)= / T(tf,e)r(e)%(e)de . (9)

g(tf)

The integration limits g(tf) and h(tf) will be specified in Eqs (1 la-d). The factor rjs is the

efficiency of the system and F(e) denotes the differential particle flux, which we want to

retrieve from the time-of-flight measurements.

An expression for the transmission function and the integration limits in Eq. (9) can

be found in the following way. The part of the transmission function T(tf,e) with which

the particle flux has been convoluted depends on the detection time, tf, and the particle

energy, e. When a particle flux reaches the chopper at time tj, then the transmission

function has gone through a number of periods, k, starting from t = 0, plus a certain part

of a period by that time. The number of whole periods k can be derived from:

tifs = k+y. [ k e N , 0 < Y < l ] . (10)

2 2 2 kAfter substitution of L' = — L and t' = tf - 7-, we obtain for the transmission
m f fs

parts:

Ti(e) = ^ - >/ § L ) for L ' V S E £ L'K-V)2

T2(e) = 1 for L'2/(tf- tr)
2 < e <, L l2/(y tr- tp)2

T3(e) = £ (2tr+tp-t; - <\/ f ^ L for L'2/(y tr - tp)2 < e < L'2/(t^- 2tr - tp)2

T4(e) = 0 for e > L'2 / (y2t r- tp)2 . (lla-d)
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Table I. The dependence of the duration of the composing parts of

the transmission function on the width of the entrance dia-

phragm, 8. The symbols are explained in the text.

5 < d i

k

S
2jtrcfR

di

2rcrcfR

di-5

2:trcfR

5-di

27trcfR

td

d2-5

2icrcfR

d2-d

2nrcfR

Rewriting Eq. (9) we obtain for the detection signal fk(tf) that is caused by particles that

passed through the slit in period number k, the following expression:

fk(tf) = [ J r<e) de J r(e)T2de

J r(e) T3 d£ ] r\s d i l (12)

L'/(ff-w)2

In practice no particles with an energy below 1 eV are detected due to scattering in

the time-of-flight tube and to adsorption on the cesiated tungsten target. Because in a

single TOF spectrum of 160 (is the minimum energy of a collected particle is still above 1

eV, it is not necessary to make a summation over k, taking k = 0. Eq.(9) is not an

analytically solvable integration. It must be solved numerically to find F(e), e.g. by an

iterative unfolding procedure, as described by Siska [10]. Instead a fitting procedure was

chosen which folds a semi-analytical expression for the particle flux, !"(£), with T(tf,e).

Thereby the effect of the open time on the energy resolution, as shown in Fig. 13, is

taken into account. By varying parameters in the expression for F(e) the best possible fit

to the experimental TOF spectra, f(tf), must be obtained (see Chapter 5).
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5. The sensitivity of the spectrometer.

To get an idea of the sensitivity of the apparatus for the neutral particle flux from

the plasma, the following approximation can be made. The number of charge-exchange

neutral particles from the plasma that arrive at the detector per second is calculated

according to

An

in which Y is the neutral particle flux, A is the area of the slit nearest to the plasma

(2xlO"5 m2), T|s is the efficiency of the system and dQ is the solid angle of the

spectrometer (1.7xl(h6 sr). The efficiency of the system, rts, depends on two main

factors: 1. The detection efficiency which is the combination of conversion efficiency,

reflection coefficient, capture efficiency, emission coefficient of secondary electrons,

quantum efficiency of the channeltron, and the loss introduced by the electronic

equipment. 2. The transmission of the neutral particle flux through the time-of-flight

tube. The detection efficiency which has been measured up to 400 eV has been

extensively discussed in Chapter 2 and in Sections 2 and 3 of this chapter. The quantum

efficiency was about unity, while the electronic loss was neglected. For energies larger

than 400 eV the curve for the detection efficiency was extrapolated.

To calculate the attenuation of the neutral particle flux due to elastic scattering on

molecular hydrogen gas in the TOF tube, we have taken cross-section data from Harrison

[11] for very low energies (up to 2 eV), and data in the intermediate energy range (200 -

800 eV) from Amdur et al. [4,5]. As relevant data on elastic scattering in other energy

ranges could not be found, we had to interpolate between the two datasets (see Fig. 14a).

Amdur et al. found that in the intermediate energy range the observed total cross-sections

were independent of the pressure of the scattering gas. The angular aperture of the

detecting system used by Amdur et al. was 2.25° with respect to the beam axis. The mass

spectrometer of Harrison had an angular acceptance of 2.26°. The cross-section values

are valid for these apertures only. In our case the angular aperture is about 0.13°. This

means that the cross sections from Amdur and Harrison give a lower limit for the
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attenuation. In Fig. 14b the attenuation factor has been shown as a function of the

hydrogen atom energy. The values were calculated by taking a gas pressure of 7x10~5

torr in the 90 cm long part between the diagnostic port and the static entrance slit just in

front of the chopper, and a pressure of 4x1 fr6 torr in the flight tube. These values were

measured by vacuum gauges in the respective parts of the spectrometer. This was done

after valve 1 (see Fig. 1) had been opened and gas from the torus had streamed into the

flight tube.

The efficiency of the system as a function of energy can now be calculated and is

shown in Fig. 15. In Chapter 5 it is shown that the expected neutral-particle flux from the

tokamak can be approximated to lxlO19 atoms nr 2 s"1 sr1 . To see if the spectrometer is

sensitive enough to detect this flux, we insert the instrumental values in Eq. (13), taking

a mean value for r\s of 0.05. This yields r = lxlO6 s"1. With a sample time of 1 ja.s this

means that an average number of about 1 count per TOF channel of 1 |is is counted. As

this is not sufficient for statistical accuracy several spectra have to be added. This

procedure will be discussed in Chapter 4.

0.20

1O1 102

—*• energy CeV)

1 0 3

Figure 15. The efficiency of the system as a function of the incident energy, with

correction for scattering in the TOF tube (dashed line) and without

correction (solid line).
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CHAPTER FOUR

Time-of-flight measurements on the TORTUR tokamak

Introduction

The time-of-flight spectrometer has been tested on the TORTUR tokamak. The

properties of this machine and its plasma are the subject of Section 1. An overview of the

equipment to diagnose the plasma is given in Section 2. The particular organization of the

TOF experiments will be discussed in Section 3, followed by a discussion of the data

handling in Section 4 and some general remarks with regard to measured TOF spectra in

Section 5. A complete series of spectra for various times during the discharge is shown

in Section 6. In Section 7 a comparison is made with results of other TOF experiments.

1. The TORTUR experiment

TORTUR is a small tokamak experiment (a = 8.5 cm, R = 46 cm). The main object

of the experiments on this machine has been to make a contribution to the study of

plasma heating by rapid current ramp-up and by high-voltage pulses. A view of the

machine is given in Fig. 1. A tokamak is a special kind of magnetic confinement system

in which the plasma is generated within a closed toroidally shaped vacuum vessel (torus).

The vacuum vessel is made of 0.2 mm thick inconel to permit rapid penetration of steep

current-voltage transients. In the case of TORTUR the working gas (hydrogen or

deuterium) is led into the torus to a pressure of about 1 mtorr. The gas is pre-ionized by

means of a 200 Watt if signal after which a current is induced in the plasma column by

operating it as secondary coil of a transformer. The primary coil of the transformer is

wound around the central leg of the yoke. The plasma particles are heated by ohmic

dissipation and collide with the remaining gas molecules. The gas then becomes nearly

fully ionized. Confinement of the ionized gas within the vessel is attained by generating a

stationary toroidal magnetic field of 2.9 Tesla. To this end the torus is encircled by a set

of 24 toroidal field coils. The poloidal magnetic field generated by the plasma current
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adds to the toroidal field to yield a helical configuration. The inductive coupling ends

when the transformer yoke reaches saturation. Plasma dicharges last up to 30 ms.

Machine- and plasma parameters are presented in Tables I and II. The time behaviour of

some basic plasma parameters is shown in Fig. 2.

transformer yoke

24 toroidal field coils

I
vert, field coils

L
diagnostic ports

copper shell

insulation

capacitor bank

plasma

Figure 1. A view of the TORTUR machine

Table I. The main machine parameters of TORTUR

major radius

minor radius

limiter radius

plasma volume

magnetic field

R

ai

a
Vol

BT

0.46 m

0.10 m

0.085 m

0.066 m^

2.9 T
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Table II. Basic plasma parameters of standard discharges

plasma current

loop voltage

electron temperature

ion temperature

electron density

impurity number

magnetic pressure

total p

safety factor

Ip

v L
Te

Ti

ne

Zeff

PB

P
q

35 kA

5 - 6 V

0.65 keV r

0.22 keV r

0.40 keV r

7.0xl019m-3 r
2.5x1019 m-3 r

1.5-2

3.3X1O6 Jm-3

0.3% r

1.5 r

6-7 r

= Omm

= 60 mm

= Omm

= Omm

= 60 mm

= Omm

= Omm

= 85 mm
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Stability of the plasma column is obtained in two ways. Firstly, the vacuum-vessel

wall or liner is enclosed by a copper shell of 2 mm thickness. This ensures suppression

of the fast displacements of the plasma column by means of reactive local induction

currents in the copper. This is valid for plasma position changes with a time-scale shorter

than the skin time of the copper shell (t < 2 ms). Insulating gaps in the copper shield

permit the penetration of magnetic fluxes which drive the plasma. Apertures in the copper

shell and the liner serve as diagnostic ports. To obtain stabilization of the plasma position

additional vertical and horizontal magnetic fields are applied.

The way in which the plasma in TORTUR is generated is responsible for the high

turbulence level of the plasma [1]. The discharge is started by decharging a fast capacitor

bank (5 k V, 1 mF) over the primary coil. This gives rise to a large increase of the plasma

current (dl/dt = 107A/s) at high loop voltage. During this phase of plasma build-up the

electrons are efficiently heated by current-driven turbulence of the ion acoustic type [1].

After relaxation of the turbulent heating at 5 ms, a second capacitor bank (450 V, 0.4 F)

takes over the generation of the plasma current. A stationary phase of the discharge is

then attained which approximately lasts from 6 to 30 ms.

The TORTUR plasma is kept in a slightly turbulent state even during this stationary

phase. This can be seen from the loop voltages which are two to four times higher than is

expected from the value of ordinary local Spitzer conductivity as corresponding to a

measured Zeff of about 2. The latter value of Zeff has been determined by means of soft

X-ray detection [2], This property of the plasma is expressed by the formula:

Tian (r) 3.4xl011veffTe3/2
= = 2-4 , (1)

(r) Zeff ne lnA

in which veff denotes the efective local electron collision frequency. The Coulomb

logarithm, lnA, is about 15. The electron density, ne, is expressed in n r 3 and the electron

temperature, Te, in eV.

The collision frequency, veff, in TORTUR as derived from Ti^, is depicted in Fig.

3 as a function of radius by the dotted line. It can be seen that for r/a > 0.8, the TORTUR
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plasma is collisional. In the collisional or Pfirsch-Schluter regime transport is dominated

by electron-ion collisions. This means that the mean free path of electrons is shorter than

the connection length of field lines in the torus, defined as A.c = Rq. This condition is

satisfied when veff > v j / Rq. Here VT denotes the thermal velocity. For r/a < 0.8 the

plasma is in the plateau regime in which both collisional processes and trapped particles

are important with respect to the conductivity of the plasma.

i o J

c i o 6

i o 5 -

plateau regime

"eff

trapped electron regime V\-

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 O.8 1.0

| Figure 3. The collisional regimes as a Junction of radius for TORTUR.
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2. The diagnostic equipment

Apart from the TOF spectrometer various other diagnostic tools have been used to

investigate the plasma (see Fig. 4):

Voltage and current

The loop voltage was directly measured by means of a loop-voltage divider. The plasma

current was determined using Rogowski coils, while the position of the plasma was

known from the signal of four sine-cosine coils.

Electron temperature and density profiles

- Light from a pulsed ruby laser was transmitted vertically through the plasma and was

partially scattered by the free electrons of the plasma. Due to the electron motion the

scattered photons experience a Doppler shift, resulting in a gaussian spectrum which

reflects the electron velocity distribution. From the width of the spectrum and the total

scattered intensity the electron temperature and density was determined, at one position

and at one instant of time. The probing beam could be positioned either on r = 5 or 60

mm [6].

- Cyclotron emission at the second and third harmonics of the extra-ordinary wave was

analysed by means of a six-channel polychromator (0.8 < A. £ 3.5 mm). The radiation

was detected by liquid He-cooled InSb bolometers. Recording of the detector signals

allow the measurement of time-resolved profiles of the electron temperature and

density.

Toroidal motion of the electrons

The electron drift velocity was determined with the Thomson scattering spectrometer by

observing the scattered laser light in toroidal direction [7].

Density fluctuations

- Collective scattering of 2 mm microwaves was used for observation of plasma density

fluctuations in a wide frequency range from 1 kHz to 100 MHz. Measurements of
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density fluctuations were performed at different positions and for various scattering

angles [8].

TOF spectrometer

ECE polychromator

Thomson scattering
r = 5 mm and r = 60 mm

vacuum
pump

voltage divider 200:1

Figure 4. The TORTUR tokamak and its diagnostic equipment.
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3. The experimental arrangement of the time-of-flight experiment

To measure a TOF spectrum, the deflection system in the flight tube, which was

used for calibration measurements, was pulled away (see Fig. 1 of Chapter 3). To ensure

a stable chopper frequency during the measurement of neutral particles the chopper was

put into acceleration one minute before each discharge. During this period the torus was

filled with hydrogen gas. Two seconds before the discharge the pneumatic valve just

behind the diagnostic port was opened. At this moment the channeltron clamp circuit was

enabled applying high voltage to the channeltron. At the same time the shutter at the

entrance of the channeltron box was opened, so that H ions could be detected during the

discharge. After termination of the discharge the channeltron was shut off by inhibiting

the clamp circuit, while the shutter and valve were closed. After each discharge the

chopper motor was switched off to spare the bearings of the chopper disc. During the

discharge series the tungsten target had to be prepared every thirty minutes. This was

done by heating the target and the dispenser during 10 seconds and 110 seconds

(including 50 seconds warming-up time), respectively.

Counting of the channeltron- and chopper reference pulses was done with identical

100 MHz pulse counters. The memory of a pulse counter was restricted to a maximum of

8192 channels allowing for a counting time of 8 ms in case of a sampletime of 1 us. The

total counting time was doubled by using two sets of two counters each. Each pulse-

counter set contained a counter for the reference pulses and a counter for the TOF data.

The two counter sets could be triggered at any chosen time, thus enabling plasma

observation during different phases of the discharge. The data from the counters were

stored in a PDP 11-23 computer.

4. Data handling

Before analysis of the TOF spectra could be performed, the raw data had to be

elaborated on for two reasons: 1] A time-base had to be fixed, based on information from

the reference pulses. 2] Single spectra had to be summed for statistical accuracy. A

computer program was written to perform these actions. The TOF data as well as the

time-zero reference data were read from a file where all experimental data had been

stored.
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The periodical reference and TOF signals were stored in time-channels of the

respective counters. The number of counts of the reference and the TOF signals recorded

in channel i, are denoted by Sj and Sj, respectively. Energy-analysis and summation of

TOF spectra is possible, if the start of each open time is determined. This was achieved

in the following way. The average peak time t|op of the reference peak j is defined as

being the point in time at which the reference peak has the largest amplitude. Normally,

the open time is 7 (is and the sampletime 1 or 2 ^s, so that the reference peak will cover

various channels in the spectrum. The average peak time is determined by taking the

weighted average over neighbouring channels in the subsequent reference spectra

containing a chopper reference signal, according to

I tj Sj
, o p = i=^

I Si
i=n,j

The variable tj is the time corresponding to channel i in the reference signal. The indices

n jj and ng denote the number of the first and last channel which contain counts from the

reference pulse j . When the total amount of spectra that are collected within the given time

interval is called J, then the duration of a single spectrum is determined from

— - -(t10? r t o p } ni
fs " J (tJ+i " h > • {i)

From the spectrum duration the open time Ato is calculated according to Table 1 of

Chapter 3. The beginning of spectrum j is retrieved from

toj = f 4 A t o . (4)

The TOF data, Sjj, in corresponding spectrum channels, can now be added to give

a number of 5^ counts in channel k, by taking the tQj as reference point. The subsequent

TOF spectra are shifted with respect to the channels, however, because the chopper

period is not exactly equal to a whole number times the sampletime, Ats. Therefore the

counts have to be re-distributed over the channels such that all counts are added in the
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same channel k with respect to the start times tqj. This operation can be expressed by the

formula

J
= X[S(tOj+k)(l-Aj)+S(toj+k+l)Aj], (5)

j l

in which A; denotes the relative deviation of the calculated start-time toj from the

measured start-time. It is given by

(6)
Ats

Finally, the program calculates a correction for the background noise. Use is made

of the large duration of each TOF spectrum, so that from the last 50 |is of the spectrum

the background can be determined. This is done by determining the average number of

counts £ in these last channels and by subtracting this value from the counts Z in all

previous channels.

5. Example of a TOF spectrum

The TOF spectrum extends to 160 fis for a chopper frequency of 400 Hz. The first

80 us of two time-of-flight spectra from a hydrogen plasma are shown in Fig. 5, with

and without cesium on the target. These measurements have been performed with an

entrance slit width, 8, of 1 mm and a sample time, Ats, of 1 jis. The open time duration

was 12 us. Particles detected at 80 us have an apparent energy of 4.9 (± 0.1) eV.

Beyond 80 us no special features due to a neutral particle flux were observed in the

spectra. Both spectra are the result of the addition of 100 subsequent spectra obtained

within one single plasma discharge. Summation of spectra was necessary to obtain a

sufficient number of counts. This operation has been performed following Eq. (5). Only

those spectra were added for which the plasma current was at a plateau value, while the

basic plasma parameters remained satisfactorily stationary.
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Figure 5. Typical TOF spectra obtained with a cesiated target (solid line) and with a

clean target (dashed line).

One of the two spectra in Fig. 5 shows the signal due to plasma particles which are

reflected from a clean high-work function (<j) = 5.12 eV) tungsten target (dashed line), the

other is the result of particles that are reflected from a cesiated low-work function target

(solid line). The reason that the high energy (E>100 eV) part of the two spectra is nearly

identical, is that the emission coefficient for secondary electrons is large in that energy

range (see Fig. 11 in Chapter 3). The spectrum obtained with a cesiated tungsten surface

exhibits appreciably more details of the low-energy parts (E<100 eV) of the particle flux

than the 'clean target' spectrum. This is clearly due to the conversion of atoms into

negative ions. It proves that the cesium coverage improves the detection of very low-

energetic hydrogen ions.

Two clear features in both spectra attract attention. The first is a strong peak at 11

M.s (apparent energy 260 (+ 50) eV), the second an other peak at 21 |is (apparent energy

75 (± 5) eV). Moreover one spectrum shows a shoulder on the first peak. The decrease

of signal with increasing flight time must be a property of the observed tokamak plasma

given the high detection efficiency for low energies.
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The small number of slits in the chopper disk with its inherently large closed time

interval enabled a clear distinction between plasma signal and background noise. The

latter consists of noise from cesium and cesium-induced electron emission as has been

explained in the previous chapter, and signal due to X-rays from the plasma. The spectra

in Fig. 5 are corrected for this very small background signal.

The background due to X-ray emission from the plasma has been minimized by

using a stainless steel chopper disk (1 mm thick), so that only during the open time X-

rays could reach the detector. To determine the influence of X-rays, VUV- and visible

light on the signal collected during the open time, measurements were alternatively

performed with a 2 }i.m Hostaphan hydro-carbon foil and with a 8 (im glass window

placed between target and plasma. The foil and glass window are particle barriers but are

transparant to X-rays or to VUV and visible light, respectively. The respective

transmission curves are given in Fig. 6. Because the experiments did not show any

significant signal, a correction for X-rays, VUV- and visible light was not necessary.

The absence of a photon contribution to the spectrum justifies the use of the full TOF

spectrum for particle analysis.

^ 1 r

10-=

Figure 6. Transmission curves for 2 film thick Hostaphan foil and for S pun thick

glass.
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6. The time development of TOF spectra during the discharge

The interesting question as to how the TOF spectra evolve with time during a

discharge can only be addressed if spectra recorded within one single discharge are added

within a time-window which is short compared to the discharge time. Normally, this

leads to a spectrum which does not contain enough counts. Therefore a spectrum with a

sufficient number of counts can only be achieved by selecting and adding TOF spectra

from several other plasma discharges recorded within the same time-window. A

statistical-analysis computer program was used to select discharges from the data base for

which certain plasma parameters were sufficiently similar. These plasma parameters were

the plasma current, the loop voltage, the vertical and horizontal position, and the electron

temperature and density profile. In total 50 discharges were selected. They are

characterized by plasma-parameter values as specified in Table III and Figs 7a-f.

Gaspuffing was done at the beginning and during the plateau phase of each discharge.

The filling pressure amounted to 1 mtorr. The toroidal magnetic field was maintained at

2.9 Tesla. The TOF spectra have been recorded with a chopper disc frequency of 400 Hz

and a static entrance slit width of 0.2 mm. The corresponding open time duration was 7

(xs. The sample time (or channel width) was 2 (is.

The spectra in Fig. 8 are taken within a time window of 2 ms. All data represent the

averaged counts per channel. The data are corrected for the background noise. During the

first 9 us of the discharge the amplitude of the first peak increases to reach a stable level

between 0.4 and 0.6 counts per channel between 11 and 25 ms. After 25 ms the

amplitude increases again to values between 0.8 and 1.0 counts per channel. A second

peak in the low-energy part of the spectrum appears between 13 and 21 ms of the

discharge and is attributed to the inlet of cold gas by gas puffing. After 21 ms the effect

becomes less important and finally disappears near the end of the discharge. The third

feature of the spectra, the shoulder on the first peak, also shows an evolution in time.

During the first 11 ms it occurs at a height between 0.15 and 0.20 counts per spectrum. It

seems to be absent between 11 and 21 ms to appear again with a larger amplitude

between 21 and 31 ms. Also this feature dissappears near the end of the discharge.
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Figure 7. Basic plasma parameters as a function of time: (a) plasma current, (b)

loop voltage, (c) horizontal position, (d) vertical postion, (e) electron

temperature obtained from Thomson scattering {•: r=5mm, A. r = 60

mm), (f) electron density obtained from Thomson scattering^* : r = 5

mm, A: r = 60 mm).
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Table III. Time development of basic plasma parameters

time

(ms)

4

8

12

16

20

24

28

plasma current

(kA)

31 ±3

38 + 2

40±l

41+2

40 ±2

38 ±3

33 ±8

loop voltage
(Volt)

37 ±7

10.5 ± 1.5

7.5 ± 0.5

5±1

4 ± 1

3±1

2±3

hor. pos.
(mm)

3 + 3

-7 ±4

-6 ±6

-7 + 7

-5 + 7

-3 ±8

-6 ±10

vert. pos.
(mm)

5±2

4 ± 2

4 + 2

3±3

2±3

1±4

4 + 1

Te(eV)
(5 mm)

500

600

625

650

650

500

ne(m-3)

(5 mm)

4xlO19

5x1019

6xlO!9

6x10^

7x10^

8x1019

The spectra in Fig. 8 are each constituted of at least 400 different single spectra.

This means that when, for instance, 0.25 counts per channel in a single spectrum is

indicated in Fig. 8, at least 100 counts have been recorded in that channel after

summation. Consequently, the error is 10% for that channel.
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7. Comparison of the TOF spectra with the results of other TOF experiments and

discussion

Comparison of our results with those obtained with ordinary TOF spectrometers of

the Daly type [3,4,5] gives an indication of to what extent the modification of the TOF

spectrometer has really been an improvement with respect to sensitivity. In Figs 9a-d

spectra from four experiments have been put together, the spectra of Figs 9b-d being

collected with a Daly spectrometer. The time axis has been normalized with respect to the

path length. An additional normalization was done for the spectrum measured by Voss

and Cohen [5] to take into account the fact that they have recorded spectra from

deuterium discharges. We have corrected those data with the square root of the ratio of

deuterium to hydrogen mass.

The spectra which have been measured at the TORTUR tokamak by Brocken and

by us are directly comparable (see Figs 9a and b), since they are obtained from the same

tokamak, the spectrometer being coupled to the same diagnostic port. In Fig. 9a the TOF

spectrum measured between 15 and 17 ms is represented; it is identical to the spectrum at

16 ms in Fig. 8. A TOF spectrum measured by Brocken in 1980 is depicted in Fig. 9b.

The open time duration was 2.4 us and the path length was 2 m. Apart from the peaking

from 12 pis on in Bracken's spectrum both spectra show essentially the same features,

thereby strengthening the credibility of both measurements. The peaking starting at 12 (is

has not the chance to exhibit its full importance because it is followed up already at 15 pis

by the next photon peak, due to the large number of chopper slits (80). The cause of the

sudden increase in signal near the end of the spectrum remains unclear, as Brocken does

not explain its occurrence. The peak at 4 pis resembles the first peak in our spectrum (see

Fig. 9a). The shoulder is also sometimes seen by us, for instance in the spectrum

collected between 19 and 21 ms (see Fig. 8). The large photon peak at the beginning of

the spectrum has been represented by a dotted line to facilitate comparison with our data.

! The spectrum in Fig. 9b has been corrected by Brocken for the photon contribution.

Measurements by Verbeek on ASDEX (see Fig. 9c) are not representive for the

| plasma as a whole, because the diagnostic port for the TOF spectrometer is situated in the

I shadow of the mushroom limiter. Therefore the spectra are highly dominated by

i conditions in the immediate vicinity of the limiter which acts as a neutral particle source.

• j The spectrum is the result of adding 400 single spectra and shows apart from the photon
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10 15 20

I D

.1
ID

Figure 9. Comparison ofTOF spectra from different experiments. The data are

normalized for the path length. Results are shown from: (a) this

experiment, (b) Brocken and De Kluiver [3], (c) Verbeek [4], and (d)

Voss and Cohen.

peak one broad peak at about 5 |is and continuing to over 15 |is. Flight path and open

time duration were 2.2 m and 1 u.s, respectively. The sampletime was 1 |i.s.

A spectrum measured by Voss and Cohen [5] is shown in Fig. 9d. The situation at

PLT has the large distance between limiters and diagnostic port in common with

TORTUR. The PLT spectra, like the TORTUR spectra, therefore represent the neutral
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outflux from the whole tokamak. The spectrum in Fig. 9d was recorded at 100 ms during

a PLT ohmical discharge (central ion temperature 800 eV and chord averaged electron

density of 1.2xl019nr3). The flight path was 1.81 m. The open time duration amounted

to 1.2 |is. The spectrum exhibits a photon peak at 0 us followed by a single particle peak

centered at approximately 5 JJS. The ion temperature attributed to the spectrum is 89 eV.

Voss and Cohen found that near the end of the discharge the bulk of the charge-exchange

neutrals is emitted at energies above 200 eV and virtually no low-energy neutrals seem to

be present. The same phenomenon was observed in TORTUR measurements (see Fig.

8).

One striking observation is that our spectra do not show a larger extension in the

low-energy range than the spectra obtained with Daly detectors, despite the larger

sensitivity for low-energy atoms of our detector. An explanation of this fact will be given

in Chapter 5 where a quantitative analysis of the spectra is treated. Hydrogen atoms with

very low energies, such as Franck-Condon atoms with kinetic energies of a few eV,

could not be distinguished in the spectra, although their existence in the plasma edge

layer was demonstrated at TORTUR with Ha-emission measurements. The cause of their

absence in the TOF spectra is that they are presumably lost by scattering in the TOF tube,

as may be seen from Fig. 15 in Chapter 3.

The rise and decline of the amplitude of the second peak in our spectra in Fig. 8 is

attributed to the effect of gas puffing during the plateau phase of the discharge. The

gaspuf valve was situated in the direct vicinity of our diagnostic port (see Fig. 1 of

Chapter 5). Since exact figures on the gaspuf settings are not present it is not possible at

this stage to make a full comparison between the gaspuf specifications and the

development of the spectra as a function time. An obvious advantage apart from the

larger sensitivity of the present spectrometer is the absence of a photon signal which may

hamper the interpretation of the TOF spectra.
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CHAPTER FIVE

Analysis of the time-of-flight spectra. A model for the hydrogen
charge-exchange flux from a tokamak including the edge region

Introduction

In this chapter a model is developed to explain the double-peaked structure in the

TOF spectra that have been shown in Chapter 4. To this end the TORTUR plasma is

divided into two distinct regions. They are the confinement region and the Scrape-Off

Layer (SOL) at the extreme edge. The SOL in TORTUR (with minor liner radius of 100

mm) is defined by the limiter surfaces (see Figs 1 and 3). The limiters are two poloidal

rings at 85 mm, which are situated 180° apart. In addition, there is a limiter on top of the

liner also situated at 85 mm. The SOL is therefore 15 mm thick.

scattering
chamber

Figure 1. Toroidal view of TORTUR with representation of the limiter surfaces.
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confinement region SOL

Figure 2. Schematic representation of transport and collision processes in a limiter

tokamak.
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The model distinguishes three different categories of ions. They contribute to the TOF

spectrum as far as they are subject to charge-exchange collisions with cold neutral

hydrogen atoms. During such a collision an ion is converted into an unconfined neutral

particle after which this neutral particle may reach the detector carrying the original ion

energy. Recombination as a possible neutral particle source term can be neglected

regarding the low plasma densities in TORTUR. The processes that are important for

understanding the TOF measurements are schematically depicted in Fig. 2. The text

refers to the flow numbers in that figure. Plasma parameters for the SOL are listed in

Table I, characteristic time and length scales are given in Table II.

The first category of ions which contributes to the TOF spectrum is constituted of

those ions which exist in the confinement region of the plasma. It is shown in Section 5

of this chapter that the first peak in the TOF spectra is caused by the charge-exchange

neutral-particle flux from the confinement region (flow I in Fig. 2) and therefore bears

information on the line-averaged ion temperature in TORTUR. The second category ions

are subject to outward radial diffusion accross the magnetic field lines from the

confinement region into the SOL where they may undergo charge exchange (flow II). In

the SOL there is an increased probability for charge exchange because of the high

hydrogen atom density. The diffusion of category II ions from the confinement region is

caused by collisions and might be enhanced by turbulent processes. Ions of the third

category, finally, have been generated in the SOL by dissociation of hydrogen molecules

that flow from the wall towards the plasma edge region. Also these ions will diffuse back

towards the wall (flow III). It is stated that this last category of ions is responsible for the

'second' peak in the TOF spectrum after neutralisation by a charge-exchange collision in

the SOL.

The radial diffusion of the ions in the SOL is modified as compared to the diffusion

within the confinement region. In the SOL ambipolar flow towards the limiter surfaces

and diffusion in perpendicular direction towards the wall determines the ion transport

(see Fig. 3). During the flow towards the wall and limiter surfaces the ions in the SOI.

undergo acceleration by an electrostatic potential distribution. This potential distribution

is generated as a result of the greater mobility of electrons with respect to the ions. In

order to keep the net current zero the plasma assumes a positive potential with respect to
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ions
confinement region

SOL

y

Figure 3. The Scrape-Off layer. Radial ion diffusion from the confinement region

induces parallel and perpendicular ion flow in the shadow of the limiters.

the plasma absorbing surfaces which are on ground potential. Acceleration in radial

direction of radially diffusing ions in the ambipolar field is possible because the ion

larmor radius is much less than the decay length of the potential (see Fig. 4).

—E II
Figure 4. Perpendicular motion of a proton in the SOL. The Larmor radius is

smaller than the decay length of the ambipolar potential.
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The neutral particles that originate from charge exchange of ions of the second and

third category in the SOL will deliver a time-of-flight distribution which reflects the

energy distribution of these ions but shifted by the ambipolar potential. It is stated that the

plasma potential can be directly deduced from the shift for the following reasons. 1. The

ion energy will be totally conserved at the occasion of a charge-exchange collision.

2. Comparing the collision times of atoms, protons and electrons in Table II with a

perpendicular passage time of roughly 25 |is leads to the conclusion that broadening of

the original velocity distribution by thermalisation of the ions will not be an important

effect during the transport through the SOL.

The energy gain for the ions of the second and third category is not uniform in

radial direction and depends on the position in the SOL where neutralisation by charge-

exchange takes place. The non-uniform energy gain of the ions will influence the energy

distribution of the neutralised particles. The TOF spectrum of the second category will be

a wide-spread spectrum which is the shifted reflection of the plasma ion-energy

distribution at the boundary of the SOL. It cannot give rise to a pronounced TOF

spectrum but only to a shoulder-type wing or even may merge with the first peak.

III

•Ae
energy energy

Figure 5. The ambipolar potential causes the energy distribution functions of

category II and III ions to shift. The situation is represented at (a) the

boundary of the SOL and (b) at some distance inside tlte SOL.
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For Franck-Condon ions the energy shift also depends on the position of

generation. They have been generated at arbitrary positions in the SOL by dissociation

and ionisation and therefore all have different start positions. They will pass different

parts of the potential fall as they move outward so that their energy gain will not be

uniform (see Fig. 5). The TOF spectrum will show a narrow peak, however, because the

starting energy of the ions is nearly a delta-function around the dissociation energy.

The above-sketched model will be discussed in more detail in the following

sections. The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1 the the relationship between

the radial ion-temperature profile and the energy distribution of the charge-exchange

hydrogen flux from the confinement region will be discussed. This part of the model is

based on previous work [1-4]. In Section 2 the neutral-particle flux from the edge region

is treated on the basis of balance equations for ion and neutral-particle flow. Section 3

deals with the numerical approach of the model. Expressions for the neutral particle flux

from the SOL are given and the folding of this flux with instrumental functions is treated.

This forms the basis of a computer program in which the parameters in this model are

fitted to yield the measured TOF spectrum. The results of the fitting for one spectrum,

finally, are discussed in Section 4.

1. The neutral-particle flux from the confinement region

In the following calculations we have assumed maxwellian energy distribution

functions for the electrons and ions. The ion velocity distribution function F(r, v) can be

written as:

F(r,v) = F(v)np(r), (1)

in which

JF(V) d3v = 1 (2)
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and in which np(r) is the plasma-density. The ion drift velocity is in the order of 104 m/s

[23] and is negligible with respect to the thermal velocities. We can therefore assume

spherical isotropy for the ions in the plasma, so that we can integrate for the angular

dependence in F(v) yielding:

(3)

in which Tj is the ion temperature. The ion velocity distribution function is normalized

according to:

F(v) dv = 1 (4)

Eq. (3) can be written as

1 2

in which e = r mv and the ion temperature Tj is expressed in eV. During charge-

exchange collisions with slow hydrogen atoms originating from the wall region, a fast

neutral hydrogen atom is generated with virtually the ion energy. The differential ion flux

in n rV 'eV- ' s r 1 from a layer between r and r+Ar is given by

de = ± np(r) V2/m e'/2 f(e) de . (6)
de

The differential flux of neutral particles with an energy in the interval [e,e+Ae], which

emerges from a layer between r and r+Ar after neutralisation of the ion flux by charge-

exchange and which reaches the tokamak wall, then reads as
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de = Ar(Ti,Te,e) i — fx7rT^ /2 wp(-c/TiW)e np(r) noW «cx(e) Ar de ,
de

(7)

and the total differential flux by

a
dr(e)= / d r r ( e )d r , (8)

-a

in which a is the limiter radius. The symbols Tj(r), np(r) and nn(r) stand for the ion

temperature, the ion density and the hydrogen atom density, respectively. The charge-

exchange cross-section is denoted by acx(£). To take into account the attenuation of the

neutral particle flux on its way out, the attenuation factor Ar is introduced which can be

written as:

Ar(Ti,Te,e) = e x p j - J S i l ^ ^ d r ) , (9)

in which r denotes the origin of the charge-exchange atoms. The attenuation factor Ar

contains all important loss mechanisms. The velocity of the atom after the charge-

exchange collision is given by vo- Defining the relative velocity of the charge-exchange

atom and a plasma particle as v, then the term s(r,v) is given by

s(r,v) = (<acxv>i + <xyjonv>i + < ofonv>e)np(r). (10)

The terms <aCxV>j, < w i o n
v > i and <ofo nv> c are the collision rate coefficients with

respect to charge exchange, and ionisation by ion and electron impact, respectively. The

collision rates are defined by:

J°(lvp-vl)lvp-vlf(r,vp)dvp> (11)
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in which the integration is performed over the velocity vp of plasma particles which have

a maxwellian velocity distribution.

In the case of ionisation of the neutral atoms by electron impact, only the electron

velocity has to be taken into account, because it is much larger than the atomic speed. The

electronic ionization rate <Ojonv>e is therefore given by

= aj?) J<CTionv>e = aj?) J d v * °ion

in which ve is the electron velocity and Fe(r,ve) the electron velocity distribution function.

Again, assuming spherical isotropy in the electron velocity distribution, this expression

can be rewritten in the form :

< t T Li v > e == A% fd

0

(13)

With respect to the charge exchange and ionization by ions, one must consider the

i ion velocities, vp> as well as the neutral atom velocities, vo, because they are of the same

i order of magnitude. The rate equation for either charge exchange or ionization by ions for

' a given neutral atom velocity vo is defined by:

(14)

Using the centre of mass velocity

V (15)
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and the relative velocity

v=Vp-vo , (16)

Eq. (14) can be written as:

= (J^J12 Jdv oion/cx Ovl) IV! expC-mKV^D^TJ . (17)
-co

All terms V.v = Vv cosG cancel because the angle 6 is randomly distributed, and thus

<<yion/cxv>i = (:~TrY /2 (dv oL/.v( |v |)'vi exp[-mjV2/2Tj] exp[-mjv2/8Tj]. (18)

Again, assuming spherical isotropy in the velocity distribution, this expression can be

rewritten in the following form, dropping the subscripts that denote ionisation and charge

exchange:

m

m

/2 r dv v2 a(v) v exp[-miV2/2Tj] exp[-miv2/8Tj]
0

'/2 / dv v2 er(v) v exp[-mi(vp+vo)2/8Ti ] x
2KTJ 6

x exp[-mi(vp - vO)2/8Ti]

= 2K f^ l / 2 r-J-V/2 j dEr ^ o ( E r ) expKfi^VITi ] x

x exp[-e,/4Ti] • (19)
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In the equations Ep denotes the energy of a plasma particle and ^ the relative energy

of the atom and a plasma particle. Eqs (13) and (19) will be used for determination of the

attenuation of the neutral-particle flux in the plasma (see Section 3).

2. The neutral-particle flux from the edge region

In this section a model is presented to explain the existence of the slow tail in the

TOF spectra. Firstly, some fundamental concepts concerning transport in the SOL are

given attention to. Considerations on particle balance in the SOL lead to a series of zero-

dimensional (homogeneous) balance equations. Solving these equations yields the ion

and neutral particle densities from which the charge-exchange flux can be calculated. The

calculations have been done under various assumptions, as far as experimental data were

not available. Plasma parameters for the SOL can be found in Table I, characteristic time

*, and length scales are listed in Table II.

;.-;' a. Profiles of potential and electron temperature in the SOL K-
if.

The radial potential profile is likely to have a form as is shown in Fig. 6a. Because

iv the largest electron depletion along the magnetic field lines occurs at the boundary

11 between SOL and plasma, the maximum of the potential is thought to be situated there.

I, Outside the SOL the potential can have no gradient along the magnetic field lines because

W any charge deficit is rapidly filled up by electrons that are moving fastly along the closed

I magnetic flux surfaces. The potential will, however, extend in radial direction towards •
JJ.i' v^

| the centre and will be screened by the plasma within a length of the order of the ion

I larmor radius. The potential becomes strongly negative in the centre of the plasma :

because of collective rotational motion. Inside the SOL the potential decreases radially "!

with roughly the electron temperature and becomes zero at the wall which is grounded. In

the SOL the potential does have a gradient along the magnetic field lines due to the

different mobility of electrons and ions. The magnetic field lines end on the limiter

surfaces. The majority of the ions in the SOL undergo an acceleration towards the limiter

surfaces. This happens in two stages. In the presheath (see Fig. 7), which extends
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v I
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x

Figure 6. Profiles in the confinement region and in the Scrape-Off layer for (a) the

electrostatic potential, and (b) the electron temperature.

sheath presheath sheath

Figure 7. The potential planes in the SOL.
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throughout the SOL, the ions will undergo an acceleration to slightly supersonic

velocities. This pre-acceleration ensures a non-oscillatory monotonic potential drop

across the sheath. In the electrostatic Debye sheath, which is attached to the limiter

surface, the ions are accelerated along the magnetic field lines to typically 2-3 times Te.

The magnetic and electric field lines are almost parallel in the vicinity of the limiter and

arrive there perpendicular to the surface. The largest potential gradient occurs in the so-

called sheath layer. The thickness of the sheath layer in the vicinity of the Iimiters is about

ten times the Debye length, and in the vicinity of the wall in the order of the larmor radius

for ions. The physics of the sheath layer has been described in greater detail by Chodura

[26].

This classical picture of the plasma potential needs some modification as the SOL is

a highly turbulent layer in most tokamaks [7-9]. The potential distribution exhibits

fluctuations which tend to broaden the energy distribution of the accelerated ions in the

SOL. The influence of turbulence on ions is small, however, because the fluctuation

frequency is much too high for their inertia.

Because the external ohmic dissipation is not effective in the SOL, the electron

temperature decreases steeply there (see Fig. 6b) due to energy losses from parallel heat

conduction along the magnetic field lines, convection and radiative cooling by

Brehmsstrahlung and line radiation from impurities such as oxygen and carbon. There is

experimental evidence of the presence of these impurity species in the SOL of TORTUR

[22]. The local electron temperatures asume values of about the ionisation threshold for

hydrogen and the ionization potentials for various steps of ionised oxygen. Profiles as

have been sketched here for the electrostatic potential and the electron temperature have

been experimentally obtained [7,14,15].

b. Considerations on particle balance j

Molecular hydrogen ;

Hydrogen molecules flow inward in appreciable quantities to the SOL after

desorbing or reflecting from the wall with a typical velocity of 1 JxlO3 m/s [19,20]. This

velocity corresponds to room temperature. The molecular hydrogen flux must balance the
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flux of ions that reach the wall. This outward flux is determined by the radial diffusion

coefficient, Dj_, according to:

edge
ni,hot

rout = D x - 5 - . (20)
edge

The plasma density at the SOL boundary is denoted by n i hot The variable d denotes the

density decay length in the SOL. The flux of molecular hydrogen from the wall must

obey the equation

The free parameter y is introduced to take sticking of hydrogen on wall and limiter

surfa. 3S into account. It is in fact the recycling coefficient. The factor - arises from the

assumption that all hydrogen atoms contacting the wall immediately recombine with an

other hydrogen atom to form molecular hydrogen. An additional molecular hydrogen flux

<I> represents the extra flux of hydrogen gas, which is admitted to the torus by

gaspuffing. Molecular hydrogen coming into contact with electrons is lost by dissociation

processes (see below). Nearly no molecules can pass the boundary between SOL and

plasma. An electron density of ixlO19 rrr3 and a rate coefficient of 5x10"'4 m^s 1 for

dissociation by 100 eV electrons gives a dissociation time of 2 \is and a mean free path of

4 mm.

Atomic hydrogen

Franck-Condon atoms as well as Franck-Condon ions are generated by

dissociation of molecular hydrogen. The dissociation products have energies of a few eV

per nucleon (Franck-Condon energy). Dissociation occurs through the following

reactions [21]:

H2 ( ! Z p + e -> l i (h*) + e ^ H(ls) + H(ls) + e (a)

( 1 p ^ ( 2 p (b)

H + + e (c)
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(d)

The rate coefficients of these processes have been taken from Breton [21]. They are

graphically represented in Fig. 8. From the graph it can be seen that for Te< 5 eV the

dominant reaction is reaction (a). Above 10 eV electron ionization instantaneously

followed by dissociation (reaction (b) followed by reaction (c) or (d)) becomes

important. For Te > 100 eV three quarters of the hydrogen produced by dissociation is

atomic, one quarter is ionized (Franck-Condon ions). Atomic hydrogen is lost by

ionisation in the SOL and in the confinement region with a decay length of about 20 mm.

An electron density of lxlO19 m*3 and a temperature of 100 eV in the SOL are assumed.

The velocity of the atoms is about 3X1O4 m/s.

. • I ,

1 O-2O

Figure 8. Rate coefficients for dissociation of hydrogen molecules. The curves are

taken from Ref. [21J. The characters correspond to the mentioned

processes involving molecular hydrogen.

t f l
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Hydrogen ions

Ionization of atomic hydrogen by electron impact in the confinement region and in

the SOL results in the formation of Franck-Condon ions. The rate coefficient for

ionization is shown in Fig. 9. The Franck-Condon atoms which have moved from the

SOL into the confinement region have an averaged mean free path of roughly 20 mm

before ionisation into a Franck-Condon ion (category III) takes place. The Franck-

Condon ions as well as the hot ions from the plasma core (category II) are subject to

radial outward diffusion.

1O2 10 3

particle energy CeV)

Figure 9. Rate coefficients for ionisation of hydrogen atoms by electron impact [6j.

The radial diffusion coefficient is not constant and depends on plasma radius. The

average radial ion-diffusion coefficient in the confinement region is related to the particle

confinement time <Xp> according to

(tf
Dj.,core = -

<tp>
(22)
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which yields Di,COre = 0.6 m2/s for a = 8.5 cm and <t p > = 3 ms. The particle

confinement time is at least of the order of the energy confinement time, which is about

2x10~3 s in TORTUR [27]. The radial diffusion coefficient in the edge region is larger.

The ions of the second category (flow II in Fig. 2) diffuse from the plasma into the SOL

with a radial diffusion coefficient D i of typically 5-10 m2/s, as has been observed in

various experiments [7,28,29,32]. All ions (of second and third category) in the SOL

have two possibilities of reaching the walls (limiters and liner): ion flow parallel to the

magnetic field lines (see Fig. 3) and perpendicular diffusion. In both cases the same

energy gain will be obtained.

The velocity of electrons and ions along the magnetic field lines which end on

surfaces is the acoustic velocity v//. It is given by [24]

f f T i + Te
— . (23)

For Tj = 100 eV and Te = 100 eV the acoustic velocity is 2xlO5 m/s. The factor | in

Eq. (23) follows from the fact that the parallel flow in the SOL of TORTUR is adiabatic.

That the flow should be adiabatic (i.e. no collisions involved between ions) follows from

comparison of parallel flow times and collision times (see Table II). The perpendicular

diffusion velocity at the boundary of the SOL is typically:

vd = ̂ L = 500-1000 m/s, (24)

for a radial diffusion coefficient of 5-10 m2/s and a density decay length in the SOL of 1

cm.

; c. Dimensions of the SOL

The radial density decay length of the SOL, d, is about 1 cm, which follows from

taking the divergence of the ion flux:

f ^ (25)
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Assuming a stationary plasma (i.e. no plasma sources present) and a constant radial

diffusion coefficient D i we get:

i • (26)
1//

The length 1// is half the effective distance between two limiter surfaces (1.76 m). The

geometric half-distance between two limiter surfaces (0.88 m) is multiplied by two to

account for the gyration of maxwellian ions along the magnetic field lines. Substituting

ax s d, the width of the SOL follows from

(27)

for Dj_ = 5-10 m2/s.

d. Balance equations

The above considerations can be summarized in a series of zero-dimensional

; balance equations for the SOL (see Eqs (28a-d)) to find the densities of molecular

hydrogen (n^X atomic hydrogen (nn), hot ions (category II; n; h o t ) , originating from

the confinement region, and Franck-Condon ions (category III; n^c) - The source terms

are on the left and the loss terms are on the right. In Eq. (28a) the flow-balance of

molecular hydrogen is treated using Eqs (20) and (21). Regarding the small mean free
; path of hydrogen molecules for dissociation the flow of this species into the confinement

; layer can be neglected in Eq. (28a). Eq. (28b) deals with the flow-balance of atomic

| hydrogen. By the factor T in the source term the competitive mechanisms for dissociation

of an ionized hydrogen molecule at an assumed electron temperature of 100 eV are taken

; into account. For the same reason a factor - is introduced in Eq. (28d), the balance

t equation for Franck-Condon ions. The loss terms in Eq. (28c), the balance equation for

| hot ions, and in Eq. (28d) represent the parallel flow and perpendicular diffusion of ions

I in the SOL. The symbols have been defined above.
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conservation of:

H2 : <P + -

edge

) iy n ' ' h o t

2 d

ss

SOL

n ^ v

, SOL

H2 + d:

SOL

n e <

SOL SOL
n
 H,

 n e

(28a)

T T 3 j SOL SOL SOL , , SOL SOL

H : - d n ^ n e <ffv>diSS = n H v ^ + d n , , n e <av>ion

(28b)

edge SOL
Ili.hot SOL A ni,hot

Hhot : D j - ~ d ~ = ni-hot W T i ) ^ + D± - g -hot
= ni-hot W T i ) ^ + D± - g - (28c)

1 , SOL SOL , SOL SOL

^ d n % n e <cv>diss + d n H n e <CTv>ion =

SOL \

SOL d

+ Di-j-. (28d) f

;'ii, Measurements of the plasma density indicate that n̂ hot = lxlO19 m"3. For n e we

•f! ? have also assumed a value of lxlO19 nr3 , taking in regard the electrons produced by

|;;: ionisation of impurities. Solving the above equations by substituting tentatively y = 1, Dj_

%i[ = 4 m 2 / s and 4> = 2x 1 0 2 1 m- 2 s " ' we found densit ies as given in Tab le I.

f |j e. Consequences for the TOP signal

The obtained densities have the following consequences. For an atomic hydrogen

density in the SOL of lxlO17 nr3 , the corresponding mean free path for charge

exchange,

*cx = ^ , (29)
nH <*cx Vi
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Table I. Plasma parameters in the SOL

H-gas density:

H2-gas density:

cat_II ion density:

cat_HI ion density:

nH

SOL
11 Hi

SOL

ni.hot

SOL

ni,FC

= 8xlO17rn-3

= 2xl018rn-3

m-3

Table II. Characteristic time- and length scales for collision

and transport in the SOL

parallel diffusion:

cross-field diffusion:

charge-exchange:

ionization:

energy transfer:

cat_n ions/atoms

T// = 1 5 JAS

Tx = 2 5 H-s

Tcx = 200 |is

Xcx = 8 cm

Tfon = 2 . 5 us

^ion =50 cm

TJO = 3 ms

Tii = 650 |is

Tie = 6 ms

cat_IH ions/atoms

T// = 1 5 US

Tx = 25 n.s

TCX = 300 ns

Xcx = 13 cm

Tion = 2.5 |is

^ion = 30 cm

Tio =800|is

Tii = 400 us

Tie = 6 m s
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amounts to 8 cm for a category II ion (average energy 200 eV) and 13 cm for a category

III ion (average energy 80 eV). The corresponding charge-exchange times, TCX, are 200

jis and 300 us, respectively. The charge-exchange cross-section of protons on molecular

hydrogen is negligible in the considered energy range (see Fig. 10). The probability that

an ion is neutralised in the SOL by a charge-exchange reaction and subsequently leaves

the plasma as a neutral particle is given by the ratio T_I/TCX, where TX denotes the average

passage time in perpendicular direction through the SOL. It is given by:

Tj. = ^ - = 25^ls, (30)

in which the ion diffusion coefficient Dx = 4 m2/s and the SOL width d = 1 cm. For an

ion of category II and category III the probability for undergoing charge exchange during

its passage through the SOL is 0.125 and 0.08, respectively.

Assuming that the electron density in the SOL is about lxlO19 nr3 , this yields an

ionisation time by electron impact, tion , of about 2.5 us, according to the formula

Xion = • (31)

We have taken the temperature at the SOL boundary, 100 eV. The rate coefficient for

ionisation for Tc = 100 eV is 4xlO'14 m V 1 (see Fig. 9). After neutralisation a particle

leaves the tokamak within 0.1 |is. Comparing this time with TiOn leads to the conclusion

that attenuation of the neutral particle flux from the SOL as a result of ionisation can be

neglected.

The consequences of the results which the model yields for the thermalisation of

the accelerated ions can be calculated from the following expressions for the characteristic

times for energy transfer between ions and atoms, TJQ, between ions, Tjj, and between

ions and electrons, xie [31]:

(32)
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1.8 x 10-12 n SOL e r 3 / 2 } ( 3 3 )

and

Tie = l/{ 1.6 x lO"14 n fL (Te)"3^} . (34)

The energy of the test particle is given by 6j. Substituting densities as given in Table I
and furthermore n = ixlO19 n r 3 and Te = 100 eV yields energy transfer times for
category II and III ions as given in Table II. The obtained values for the energy transfer
times show that thermalization of the ions by collisions does not occur.

As a general conclusion we summarize that the ions of categories II and HI have a
probability of around 10% to undergo a charge-exchange reaction in the SOL. The
collision times indicate that there is virtually no redistribution of energy gained from the
ambipolar field. Once a charge-exchange collision has taken place the resulting atom
escapes so quickly from the tokamak that it is not lost or slowed down on its way out by
collisions inside the SOL. Therefore the escaping atom carries information on the energy
gain of the original ion in the ambipolar field and thus on the electrostatic plasma
potential.

. 3. Estimation of the integrated detector signals and comparison with the experimental
• results
(
f By using the distinction between the various categories of particles and the partial
I densities as found in the previous section (see Table I), an estimation of the integrated
i detector signal can be made.
! The flux F y from the confinement region (flow I in Fig. 2) can be approximated

by:

^ ^ ! > , (35)

where Vol denotes the plasma volume, A the area at the boundary of the SOL, <np> the
chord averaged plasma density, with <np> = |n p (0) = 3xlO19 nr3 , <nn> the chord-
averaged neutral-particle density and a the distance from the plasma centre to the SOL
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boundary (8.5 cm). The cross-section for charge exchange can be found in Fig. 10.

From the measured integrated neutral-particle flux the average atomic hydrogen density,

<njj>, can be deduced. The charge-exchange neuual-particle flux of the second and third

category is found from

(36)

and amounts to approximately lxlO20 n r 2 s 1 for category II and to 4xlO19 n r 2 s*1 for

category III. The thickness of the SOL is denoted by the parameter d (1 cm). The factor
GfXI

n; symbolizes the SOL density of ions of the second and third category, respectively

(see Table I).

The number of charge-exchange neutral particles that arrive at the detector per

second is calculated according to

I * • (37)

I
IS-

II

in which dQ is the solid angle of the spectrometer (UxlO"6 sr for a static entrance slit of

1 mm) and A is the area of the slit nearest to the torus (2xlO"5 m2); Ti is the total

instrumental attenuation factor (0.05). The factor 0.1 is inserted to account for the fact

that the effective solid angle dfl is smaller than indicated because of the chopper

transmission function and the small width of the entrance slit (0.2 mm for the

measurements under consideration).

Hydrogen atoms of the first category with an average temperature of 250 eV, will

cause a TOF signal which is peaked at about 11 \is. Assuming an ion temperature at the

plasma edge of 100 eV and a plasma potential of 75 Volt, gives a peak in the TOF

spectrum from category II ions at about 13 us. This means that the signals from category

I and II particles merge and that both are responsible for the first peak in the spectrum.

The second peak in the spectrum is attributed to the flux of category III (Franck-Condon)

ions. It generally peaks at 21 |is with an apparent energy of 75 eV which should reflect

the plasma potential in the SOL. At 21 \xs the contribution of the second category will

have dropped to 30% of the peak value. This justifies the assumption that the second

peak is caused by category III ions only. The area under this peak is 1 count per chopper

opening, while from the estimation an area of 2 counts is retrieved (see Eq. (37)). A
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certain misalignment of the spectrometer may be responsible for the factor 2. Eq. (37)

gives an estimated area of 5 counts for category II ions, while the area under the first

peak is 3 counts. Taking also for the first peak a loss factor of 2 into acount, then the

combined contribution of category I and II ions can be made consistent with the integral

of the first peak by adjusting the line-averaged density of atomic hydrogen in the bulk

plasma, <nn>. If, for instance, <nH> is lxlO J 4 nr3 , the contribution of first category

ions to the area under the first peak would be 0.3 counts.

4. Computational simulation of the detector signal

For a correct determination of the free parameters in the model a computer program

was implemented which simulates the TOF spectra according to the model.

a. Numerical approach of instrumental effects. The detection time, tf, was taken as the

starting point for our calculations. Let us assume that a particle is measured at time tf,

which is related to the beginning of the open time, to, which is known from the reference

signal. Then the time tj, at which the particle reaches the chopper disc is equal to

t i = t f - — k = ^ (38)

The constant L is the length of the flight path (2.5 m). The interdepence of the parameters

must be such that

to £ t] < to + Ato . (39)

The parameter Ato denotes the open time duration. Comparing tj with to gives the value

of the transmission which is relevant for a particle with energy e. A refinement is

introduced by taking into account the sample time, Ats> so that the particles arrive in a

time interval tf ± 0.5 Ats. Particles that have been counted during that particular time

interval have energies in an interval Ae, given by

Ae V(At0)2+ (Ats)2

7 U7^ ' <40>
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with the interval boundaries

ei(tf) = -= — , (41)
M 0.5 Atg)2
m

and

e2(tf)= , • (42)
j^(tf - 0.5 Ats - Ato)2

The transmission funcion T(ti) is trapezoidal or triangular shaped (see Fig. 13 in Chapter

3). In case that the transmission function is triangular, we have approximated it by a

gaussian to save computation time:

( c (At0)2 )

The constant c in Eq. (43) is to be chosen such as to make the area under the gaussian

between the time-interval [O,Ato] equal to the area of the triangle, being ^ A to- In the

appendix it is deduced that the constant c must fulfill the following condition:

.1

| in which E is the error function. The value of the constant c is equal to 0.082.
• | •

1 The detector signal N(tf) collected at a time tf is the result of a convolution of the
j
i differential neutral-particle flux from the plasma with the transmission function, T(tj), of
1 the rotating chopper disk. It is given by the expression:

1N(tf) = A T(ti[tf,e])r(e)TU(E)dedQ . (45)

The integration boundaries ei and e2 are given by equations (41) and (42). A is the

entrance-slit area (2xlO"5 m) and dft is the solid angle of the detector (1.7X10"6 sterrad).

i The factor T|s(e) is the detection efficiency of the system (see Chapter 3).
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b. Numerical approach of the model.

The energy distributions of the neutral-particle fluxes from the confinement region

and from the SOL are calculated separately. The following steps are performed:

1] To calculate the flux from the confinement region, the integration over the plasma

volume in Eq. (8), was replaced by a summation of 100 equally thick layers xt in the

plasma from the SOL boundary at the inboard side of the tokamak, xk = -a, to the SOL

boundary at the outboard side, xjj = a. The variation of plasma parameters within each

slab is neglected. The thickness Ax of each shell is 0.17 cm. The width of the observed

area is 0.2 cm and the height 1 cm.

2] The neutral-particle flux from slab k is calculated, as well as the attenuation of the

outward going neutral-particle flux for each of the subsequent slabs j , numbered from k

to 100, until the outboard side was reached. The differential neutral-particle flux in n r V

^ V - ' s r 1 was calculated using Eqs (7), (8) and (9). The neutral-particle flux was

approximated as

dTn(e) 10010° 1 r 1 \ , , ,
- f^ de = I S p=r f ^ f exp( - e/Tiik) E np(xk) no(Xk) x

eAx i , (46)

in which SJ(E) is defined as in Eq. (10), while vo is the velocity of the atom after charge

exchange, given by

V ° = Vm • (47)

The following approximate cross-section formulae have been used (a in m ). The cross- ]

section for charge-exchange of atoms in the ground state with ions is approximately !

given by [5] |

iSS& (48)

and by [10]
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ocx(e) = 5.5 x 10-19 - 4.7 x 10-20 In e . (e < 100 eV) (49)

Only the charge-exchange cross sections on atomic hydrogen are considered. The charge-

exchange cross-section on molecular hydrogen can be neglected in the energy range

under study (see Fig. 10). The influence of hydrogen atoms in excited states on the

charge-exchange cross-section need not be considered below energies of 100 keV [18].

For ionisation of hydrogen atoms by electrons we have taken the rate coefficients

as given by Freeman and Jones [6]. The ionisation of atoms by protons is negligible in

the appropiate energy range compared to ionisation by electron impact. The cross-

sections are given in Fig. 11. •

The integration over the velocities in the attenuation factor was numerically

performed by a 12-point Gauss-Laguerre integration [13]. For the temperature- and

density-profile functions for electrons and ions we used the expressions:

Tj,e(r) = (Tiie(0) - Tije(a))f 1- g f ) a * * + T ^ a ) , (50)

p p p ^ j P + np(a), (51)

f and for the neutral gas density profile we used:
y,
(̂

I no(r) = (no(a)-no(0))^JXno + no(0) (52)

I' '
| ! Here, Ti and Te are the ion and the electron temperature, and a\ and Ofe are the exponents ;;

% of the ion and electron temperature profiles, respectively. The ion and electron profiles •'
$ 4

$ are determined by other diagnostics, namely Thomson scattering and ECE spectroscopy. .;,

if We have assumed that Ti = 0.7 Te. From measurements it was determined that oti = <Xe = :|i

2 and a p = 0.9. The profile for the plasma density and atomic-hydrogen density is given 1

by the core density np(0), and no(0), and the density at the boundary of the SOL, np(a), k

and no(a), respectively. The shape of the atomic-hydrogen density profile is obtained

from application of the ANTIC code [25] on the TORTUR plasma. We obtained ano = 8.

From beam probe experiments done on TORTUR [30] it was determined that nn(0)«

2xl013rn-3.
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3] In order to calculate the neutral particle flux from the SOL, the SOL is also divided in

100 layers xk of thickness Ax, starting from layer xic = a at the limiter radius, to xk = ai

at the liner.

4] For every layer xk in the SOL (x^ > a) the program determines the radial ion flux

which arrives at that layer as a result of cross-field diffusion. Thereby the following

efects have to be taken into account:

a] The flux is attenuated due to parallel diffusion and charge-exchange losses on its way

from layer xk=a to an arbitrary layer xk > a. The exponential decay length of the radial

flux, Xr, is assumed to be caused by the hybrid effect of parallel and perpendicular

diffusion and to be independent of the ion energy. It is given by Eq. (53):

A.r = (DiT// ) 1 /2=icm. (53)

b] Every ion gains energy by an amount Ae;(xfc) during its passage through the SOL

from its position of generation XJ (XJ > a) to layer xk where it is neutralised by charge

exchange. For a given measured energy e only those ions which have an initial energy EJ

at layer Xi, for which Ej = e - Ae(xk), have contributed to the TOF signal. For the second

ion category Ej can assume all positive values, for the third category e.\ is limited to a

value around 4 eV. For the potential profile a linear function is taken as a simple

approximation (see Fig. 6a):

(54)

The energy gain of an ion which reaches layer xk, originating from layer XJ, is

(55)

in which Ae,,, is the maximum energy gain. The value of AEQ must be adapted to the f OF

i data. For the second category ions xj is always situated at the boundary of the SOL (xj =

a, and ej = 4 eV). For the third category ions XJ can be situated anywhere in the SOL.

The flux in nr^s^sr^eV"! of ions of the second category with energy e that have

reached layer Xk (xk S a) follows from:
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(e) d l f (ei) exp{ (x k a ) /V^ j , (56)

in which T^(e0 is the original flux in n r V ' s r 'eV'1 of second category ions that cross

the boundary of the SOL and obey the condition e = £j + Ae(xjj). We assume that the

energy distribution of the category II ions is not affected by the diffusion. For this

category the differential flux is

i = \ np(a) v, £;1/2 (—1—JV exp( - e/TjCa)) dEi . (57)

Normalization is performed according to

* ^ 1 - < 5 8 )

The ion temperature and density at the boundary of the SOL are denoted by T;(a) and

np(a) respectively.

For the third category the starting point of the ions is their position of generation by

ionisation. In the zero-dimensional model the Franck-Condon ion density is constant. A

refinement of the model is made by more realistically assuming a birth profile for the

Franck-Condon ions:

SOL SOL

ni,Fc(x) = ni,R;(a) exp (- (x-a)An) • for a < x < ai (59)

In the zero-dimensional model the decay length Xn ->«». Because the variable x in the

density profile is coupled to the energy gain via

(60)xi x k d ^ ,
Aem

we can write for the density in the layer of origin:
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SOL SOL A£(XlA

n i ( x i ) = n i ( a ) e x p { ( x k d K ^ & ) / K ) , ( 6 1 )

in which XJ denotes the layer of origin of the ion. The initial energy of the Franck-
Condon ions is a delta-function around 4 eV. The differential flux of the third category
ions originating from layer x; and arriving at xk is given by

de = inJJ (a ) vd exp{- (xk - d ^ ^ - a) / Xn} xc Ae
de nJJ(a) d p{ (xk d ^

de c Ae
m

x exp(- d ̂ ^ N^rhx )de , (62)
Aem

in which V(j denotes the diffusion velocity at the boundary of the SOL and the
confinement region (see eq. (24)). Attenuation of the radial ion flux by charge-exchange
losses and by parallel ion flow has been taken into account. The above equation is
normalized according to

ej+Aem

C = f exp{- (xk - d ̂ ^ - a) AnJde

i" =^m(exp(dAn)-l)exp{-(xk-a)An} • (63)

I 5] The differential flux of atoms in nrVeV- 's r ] of both categories with energy e from

iiv the layer xt (xk S a), is given by

\ Arnxk(e) de = f- drXk(e) ocx(e) nH L Axk de, (64)
5 4JC

^ the total neutral-particle flux from the SOL with energy e by

ai SOL

dTn(e)de= IATnXk(e) acx(e) 4 Axk de. (65)
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and the total neutral-particle flux from the confinement region by

3 SOI

drn(e)de= lArmk(e)oCx(.e)nH Axkde. (66)
xk=-a

6] To obtain a simulation of a TOF spectrum the energy boundaries for every TOF

channel are determined according to Eqs (41) and (42). The number of particles recorded

in a channel is calculated according to Eq. (45). The integrations are performed by a

method described by Patterson [12], which approximates the integral of a function F(x)

by an n-point quadrature rule, according to

1= I A k F ( X k ) . (67)
k=l

c. The fitting procedure. The above mentioned procedures are implemented in a computer

program which fits the model to the experimental TOF data, using the algorithm "Curfit"

from Bevington [11]. The free parameters in the program were the ion diffusion velocity,

the radial diffusion coefficient, the plasma potential and the density decay length in the

SOL. In the program standard fit routines written by De Laat [17] are implemented.

To speed up the program, the integrand was determined for a number of energies

chosen such that cubic spline interpolation is possible. The attenuation factor of the

charge-exchange neutral-particle flux needed for calculation of F(e) for a certain slab and

particle energy was thereby calculated once and was stored in a memory. The value of the

integrand at any required energy is calculated by calling an interpolation routine that gives

the value at the requested energy by means of a cubic-spline interpolation. By not

calculating F(e) for each energy separately much computation time is saved, not in the

least because the energy intervals belonging to different TOF channels show overlap. In

case that in the course of the fitting procedure new values are assigned to the plasma

parameters, a new evaluation of the neutral flux and the interpolation coefficients is done,

before the program deals with the next channel.
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For particles counted during the first 10 us of a TOF spectrum the upper energy

limit &2 is much larger than the average ion temperature. In that case &2 *s arbitrarily set to

four times the ion energy in the plasma centre in order to speed up the integration

procedure further.

5. Comparison of the model and the experimental results

A total number of twelve parameters was included in the model. They are listed in

Table III. Three of the parameters have been made variable. These are the ion diffusion

coefficient in the edge region, Dx, the plasma potential, <(>, and the decay length of the

Franck-Condon ion-density profile in the SOL, Xn. Other parameter values have been

measured (nc(0), ne(a), Te(0), Te(a), Tj(O), Tj(a) and no(0)). The electron and ion

temperature at the edge are assumed to be equal, because of the high collisionality in that

region. The values for nH°L and for n ^ have been obtained by applying the zero-

| dimensional model (see Eqs (28a-d) and Table I).

The result of the fitting of the model to the spectrum obtained between 15 and 17

ms is presented in Figs 12a-d. The shape of the fit is quite good which supports the

credibility of the model. The contributions to the spectrum of the neutral-particle flux

from category I and II ions and the neutral-particle flux from Franck-Condon ions

I (category III), as have been calculated according to the model, are presented in Figs 12b,

« 12c and 12d. The contribution to the spectrum of the neutral-particle flux due to category

|! II ions is hidden in the first peak. The acceleration of the ions in the SOL has shifted the

| contribution to the left such that it cannot be distinguished from that of the first category.

I Its contribution is roughly as large as that of the third category (see Section 3). Any

] attempt to distinguish category I and II in the first peak is hazardous, because of the

£ uncertainties in the parameters involved. The contribution of category II might appear as

a shoulder on the first peak in the beginning and near the end of the discharge, as can be

seen in Fig. 8 of Chapter 4. Due to the low electron temperature at the edge during the
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Figure 12. Fit of the spectrum obtained between 15 and 17 ms. (a): contribution of

the total neutral-particle flux, (b): contribution of the neutral particles

from the confinement region, (c) contribution of category II ions, (d)

contribution of category III ions.
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Table El. The fitted plasma parameters for the discharge between 15 and 17 ms

ne(0)(m-3)

ne(a)

no(O)

SOL

SOL

Te(0)(eV)

Te(a)

Ti(0)

Ti(a)

Dx(m2/s)

OXVolt)

Mm)

6x1019

1x1019

2x1013

1x1017

lxlO18

600

100

400

100

4

65

0.006

j ' ' mentioned discharge phases, the plasma potential will be decreased. Consequently, the

contribution of category II ions will be less shifted towards the left and becomes more

apparent. The differential neutral-particle fluxes that correspond to the TOF spectrum are

shown in Figs 13a-d as a function of the energy. The heat load on the wall which

corresponds to these neutral-particle fluxes amounts to roughly 10 kW, which is 6% of

the total ohmic input power. This value seems reasonable regarding the situation in other

tokamaks.
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Figure 13. The energy distribution for the various categories of particles, (a): total

energy spectrum, (b): energy distribution of the particles generated by

charge exchange of category I ions, (c): energy distribution of category

11 ions, (d) energy distribution of category III ions.
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As a result of running the fitting procedure it was found that the plasma potential

for the considered spectrum has been 65 Volt (see Table III), which seems in

contradiction with the opinion of some authors that the plasma potential is about 2-3 Te

[26]. Recent probe studies on the Alcator C plasma edge [14], however, revealed that the

plasma potential was less than predicted by theory. It was found that the potential was

about the electron temperature. The difference with theory must arise from the complexity

of the processes in the SOL. Effects like backscattering, secondary electron emission,

diffusion, charge-exchange, loop voltage and fuelling could substantially influence the

potential. The obtained value for the radial diffusion coefficient in the edge layer is 4

m Is, which is in accordance with measurements in other tokamaks.

The successful identification of the peaks in the spectrum allows us to look at the

spectra in Figs 8 and 9 with more understanding. The coupling of the second peak to the

inlet of cold gas, as was discussed in Chapter 4, was indeed justified. The disappearance

of this peak near the end of the discharge is related to the ionisation of the additional gas

by the edge plasma. In this context the value which was assigned to the flux of additional
01 0 1

gas due to gaspuffing (<J>: 2x10 m s ) for solving the balance equations, seems

reasonable, since this amount doubles the atomic hydrogen density in the SOL. The

absence of particles in the TOF spectra for flight times exceeding 35 us (e < 50 eV), in an

energy range where the spectrometer still has enough sensitivity, can now be explained

by the shift of the energy distribution to higher energies due to acceleration of ions by the

plasma potential in the SOL.

In this thesis the idea that ions gain energy in the SOL has been supported with

experimental results. The wall-burden in a tokamak will be strongly enhanced by this

phenomenon. It may be the clue to recent observations at JET which indicate that the ion

temperature in the SOL is higher than the electron temperature. The effect must be taken

into account for the design of future tokamaks in which discharges with increased

duration will be made.



SAMENVATTING

De beschikbaarheid van energie uit kernfusie zal in de toekomst van groot belang

zijn om te voldoen aan de groeiende energiebehoefte van de wereldbevolking zonder dat

daarvoor een nog grotere aanslag op de leefomgeving noodzakelijk is. Deuterium, een

van de brandstofbestanddelen van een kernfusie reactor, kan in eindeloze hoeveelheden

uit zeewater gewonnen worden, waarmee het probleem van energie schaarste zal zijn

verdwenen. De constructie van een reactor waarin op inherent veilige en schone wijze

energie opgewekt wordt via fusie van deuterium- en tritiumkernen, is het doel dat de

internationale kernfusie gemeenschap zich heeft gesteld. Meer dan twintig jaar lang zijn

nu inspanningen gepleegd om in een waterstof of deuteriumplasma het break-even punt te

bereiken. Dit betekent dat in een vergelijkbaar deuterium-tritium plasma voldoende

energie wordt geproduceerd om de energieverliezen te compenseren. De introductie van

de tokamak als plasmamachine met zijn in elkaar gebogen magnetische veldlijnen bleek

• belangrijk voor het bereiken van dit break-even punt. In 1989 werd in de JET tokamak

* voor het eerst met een deuterium ontlading aangetoond dat het realiseren van het break-

even punt in die machine mogelijk is.

In de tokamakfysica is gebleken hoe bepalend de aanwezigheid van de wand van

het vacuümvat is voor de kwaliteit van de ontlading. De wand is een groot reservoir en

Ji daarmee een constante bron van verontreinigingen en waterstofdeeltjes die bijvoorbeeld

;w door contact met het plasma kunnen worden losgemaakt en in het plasma leiden tot

ff ongewenste effecten waaronder verlies van energie. De plasma-wand interactie zal

H daarom terdege in rekening gebracht moeten worden ten behoeve van een succesvolle

ff; werking van de volgende generatie tokamaks waarin deuterium-tritium plasma's

H opgewekt zullen worden. ̂ Teneinde de plasma-wand interactie in kaart te brengen zijn

| | verscheidene soorten instrumenten ontworpen waarmee parameters aan de rand van het

plasma bepaald kunnen worden. Een belangrijke plaats binnen deze groep van

diagnostische apparaten neemt de vluchttijdspectrometer in die de energie en hoeveelheid

van naar buiten bewegende waterstofatomen bepaalt. Het detectie-gedeelte in de

spectrometer moet gevoelig zijn voor waterstofatomen met een extreem lage energie (tot

omstreeks 4 eV). De spectrometer die in dit proefschrift besproken wordt heeft een

grotere gevoeligheid in het lage energiebereik dan traditionele spectrometers, die werken



op basis van het Daly principe. Hierbij botsen waterstofatomen aan het eind van de

vluchtweg op een plaat waarbij ze elektronen vrijmaken, die na versnelling gedecteerd

worden. De werking van onze spectrometer daarentegen is gebaseerd op de conversie

van waterstof-atomen naar negatieve ionen op een wolfraam oppervlak dat geactiveerd is

door bedekking met cesium. Met deze methode van ladingsoverdracht werden in het

verleden goede resultaten geboekt met aanzienlijke conversie efficienties. Dit werk werd

verricht in het FOM Instituut voor Atoom- en Molecuul Fysica (AMOLF) te Amsterdam.

In de hoop dat ook voor lage energieën dergelijke goede omladingsefficiënties zouden

worden behaald hebben wij deze techniek in de spectrometer toegepast om zo de

gevoeligheid voor langzame waterstofatomen te vergroten.

Onze calibratiemetingen wezen uit dat de efficiëntie waarmee de ladingsoverdracht

plaatsvindt voor lage energieën inderdaad groter is dan de elektronen emissiecoëfficiënt

van de Daly detector en bovendien voor lage energieën veel nauwkeuriger te bepalen.

Problemen bleken echter verbonden te zijn aan het gebruik van deze techniek in

combinatie met de zeer gevoelige deeltjesdetectoren (channeltrons). De keuze voor

channeltrons was gebaseerd op hun eigenschap in zeer korte tijd zeer veel deeltjes te

kunnen meten, zoals voor onze experimenten gewenst is. Het bleek dat channeltrons zeer

gevoelig zijn voor adsorptie met cesium, terwijl de nabijheid van het wolfraamoppervlak

dat regelmatig warm gestookt moet worden om het schoon te maken, nadelig werkte op

de gevoeligheid van de detectoren. Tenslotte werden door de positive bias-spanning op

het channeltron niet alleen de negatieve ionen aangetrokken maar ook elektronen van

gecesiëerde metalen componenten. Al deze effecten gaven aanleiding tot een aanzienlijk

ruisniveau dat metingen onmogelijk maakte. De oplossing van de problemen werd

gevonden door het cesium reservoir te bewaren in de nabijheid van een stikstof-gekoeld

lichaam wanneer het niet nodig was voor het opdampen van een cesium laag op het

wolfraamoppervlak, en door de channeltrons in een afsluitbare doos op te stellen. Met

deze maatregelen was het mogelijk vluchtijdmetingen te verrichten.

De vluchttijdspectrometer hebben wij getest op de TORTUR tokamak. De spectra

die tijdens de plasma-ontladingen werden verkregen bleken een meervoudige structuur te

bezitten met twee pieken. Op grond van heuristische overwegingen kon aannemelijk

gemaakt worden dat de eerste piek werd veroorzaakt door atomen uit het centrum van het

plasma die door neutralisatie van ionen via ladingsruil ontstaan. De tweede piek kon

worden verklaard door ionen die naar buiten bewegen en in de Scrape-Off laag tussen de



limiteroppervlakken versnelling ondergaan door de plasmapotentiaal totdat ze via

ladingsruil geneutraliseerd worden en de tokamak verlaten. Het bleek dus mogelijk om

uit het vluchttijdspectrum de energieverdeling van de gehele populatie van

waterstofatomen populatie te reconstrueren. De ionen die aanleiding geven tot de tweede

piek in het spectrum zijn de zogenoemde Franck-Condon ionen die bij het ontstaan uit

dissociatie van moleculair waterstof een nauw begrensde energieverdeling hebben. De

smalle energieverdeling van deze categorie ionen veroorzaakt de piek in het vluchttijd-

spectrum. Uit het tijdstip waarop de piek optreedt kan de plasmapotentiaal afgeleid

worden. Door de gemeten spectra te vergelijken met een model waarin de bovenstaande

overwegingen verwerkt zijn is het mogelijk ook uitspraken te doen over de recycling-

coefficient, de deeltjesbehoudtijd en de radiële diffusiecoëfficiënt aan de rand van het

plasma.

Het belang van onze experimenten voorde plasmafysica is gelegen in het feit dat nu

een vluchttijdspectrometer beschikbaar is waarmee waterstofatomen met lage energie

gedetecteerd kunnen worden. Aan de hand van de informatie die dit apparaat geeft

kunnen uitspraken gedaan worden over grootheden, zoals de recyclingcoëfficiënt, die een

sleutelrol spelen in de plasma-wand interactie. Het idee dat ionen in de Scrape-Off laag

versneld worden en dus met extra energie op de wand en limiters inslaan, levert een

belangrijke bijdrage aan het op de juiste waarde schatten van de wandbelasting in een

tokamak. Met de verwachte langere ontladingsduur in de toekomst wordt de

wandbelasting een steeds belangrijkere factor. Onze metingen ondersteunen recente

waarnemingen van energieverliezen die optreden aan de rand van het JET plasma en die

alleen verklaard kunnen worden door een ionentemperatuur aan te nemen die groter is

dan de elektronentemperatuur aan de rand.

«1*
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Appendix

The transmission function T(ti) has the form

T(4) = exp (- (ti - \ Ato)2/ c (Ato)2).

Integration of the transmission function over the interval [O,AtQ] gives the area under the

transmission function:.

Ato /

'A' = fexp (- (t! - ^Ato)2/c(Ato)
2)dti =2 Vc AtQ U'^^1

in which E is the error-function, defined by

Because 'A' must be equal to the area of a triangle (0.5 At), it follows that

' it I ; I
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1. Toepassing van conversie van waterstofatomen naar negatieve ionen op een

gecesieerd wolfraamoppervlak leidt tot een aanzienlijke verbetering van de

detecteerbaarheid van laag-energetische waterstofatomen in het fusie-

onderzoek.

2. Bij de bepaling van de wanderosie van tokamaks moet rekening worden

gehouden met de naar buiten gerichte versnelling van ionen door de

randpotentiaal.

3. Gezien de beperkte toepasbaarheid van elektrostatische analysatoren voor lage

energieën zijn metingen van de ionenenergie met een vluchttijdspectrometer

onontbeerlijk voor de studie van het randgebied van een tokamak.

4. De invloed van verstrooiing van waterstofatomen op restgasmoleculen in de

vluchtbuis van een vluchttijdspectrometer wordt vaak ten onrechte

verwaarloosd.

5. De stelling van Post et al. dat dissociatie van moleculair waterstof dichtbij de

tokamakwand ten hoogste 50% atomair waterstof oplevert, is onjuist.

- D.E. Post, DB. Heifetz and M. Petravic, J. Nucl. Mater. 111&112

(1982)383

6. Het in tokamaks waargenomen effect dat recombinatie van atomair waterstof in

de wanden "blistering" veroorzaakt, treedt ook op bij reactordrukvaten in de

petro-chemische industrie.

7. De overeenkomst tussen natuurlijke vormen en de uitkomsten van fractale

modellen is op zichzelf geen bewijs voor de vooronderstelling dat deze

natuurlijke vormen ook inderdaad door de beschreven chaotische processen

worden bepaald.

- in alle gewaarwordingen worden wij door een verleidelijke gelijkenis

misleid (Augustinus: Soliloquia II, c.6).



8. Bij het kritische onderzoek van beweerde paranormale verschijnselen moet ten

eerste de kennelijke behoefte aan verklaringen in het paranormale vlak erkend

worden.

9. In de hedendaagse ontwerpen voor kantoorgebouwen wordt niet op de juiste

wijze aandacht besteed aan het vorm geven van de directe omgeving.

10. Aan het ontstaan van de gothische kathedralen ligt dezelfde geestesgesteldheid

ten grondslag als waarvan de hoofse minnedichters in hun gezangen blijk

geven.

11. Bij alle verbeteringen van het mechaniek van de piano is de muziekstandaard

van piano's helaas nog altijd te kort en die van vleugels niet hoog genoeg.


